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VPREFACE
This thesis consists of four related manuscripts concerning
the viscoelastic properties of blends of high molecular weight
polymers. The manuscripts are presented as submitted for publication.
Extended discussions of related subjects are presented in the
appendices.
Chapter I is based on data obtained at the General Electric
Research and Development Center with Dr. J.M. O'Reilly, who
originally suggested the form of analysis. The first author sub-
sequently developed this idea in conjunction with Dr. Roger S. Porter.
Raw data obtained for papers II-IV is on file with Dr. Roger
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CHAPTER I
Non-Newtonian Flow and the Steady State Shear Compliance
W. M. Prest, Jr. and Roger S. Porter
Polymer Science and Engineering Program
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
and
J. M. O'Reilly
Xerox Research Laboratories
Webster, New York
SYNOPSIS
A survey of viscoelastic data on amorphous polymer melts indicates
that the steady state shear compliance, J° of many systems can be approx-
imated from a knowledge of their flow response. For systems with mono-
model molecular weight distributions, the absolute value of the reduced
complex viscosity, n*/!!^ is found to equal 0.67 + 0.03 at the frequency co,
where (^n^J^ = 1. This result applies to a variety of polymer systems and
to a wide range of molecular weights and distributions as long as the
highest molecular weight dispersion of the distribution constitutes more
than 20 weight percent of the sample. This relationship determines J°
e
from non-Newtonian flow data and thus provides a consistent way to relate
differently shaped reduced variable curves and to calculate compliances
from characteristic times reported in the literature. The connection
between some commonly used times and J° is given. The method of calculating
J° is successfully applied to capillary measurements of melt viscosities
- 2 -
and to characteristic times determined from steady state shear measure-
ments of concentrated polymer solutions.
INTRODUCTION
Different forms for characteristic times, x, have been used to
classify the non-Newtonian response of polymeric systems. In simple
models, a time t is defined as the ratio of the zero-shear viscosity
to the elastic modulus, or equivalently the product of n with the
o
steady state shear compliance, J°. The region of the onset of non-
Newtonian flow Is then characterized by a x which is determined by the
elastic properties of the system. More complex models involve multiple
T*s which can be combined in prescribed ways to calculate the total
compliance and viscosity. These measurable quantities, however, can
only be used to determine an average characteristic time for non-Newton-
ian flow. When only a viscosity measurement is available a t is custo-
marily determined by fitting data to standard viscosity-shear rate curves
or by finding a form of reduced variables which produce one curve from
all data^''"\ Average times determined in this manner should depend on the
elastic properties of the system. This study attempts to empirically relate
measured elastic properties to the shape of the viscosity-shear rate curve.
This correction would provide a consistent method for describing non-Newton-
ian flow and would open data in the literature to the analysis of elastic
properties.
In this study, the non-Newtonian response of several different types
of polymer melts, with differing molecular weights and molecular weight
- 3 -
distributions, is correlated with the measured steady state shear
compliance, J°. This compliance is defined as the low frequency limit
of the storage compliance, j'. The viscoelastic properties of these
melts were measured at the General Electric Research and Development
Center using a Weissenberg Rheogoniometer equipped with a version of
(2)the Birnbolm Ultra Low Frequency Phase Meter. The result of this
correlation is then tested with capillary flow measurements of the melt
viscosities of narrow distribution polystyrenes and with the reported
characteristic times of concentrated solutions of linear polystyrenes
and branched polyvinyl acetates.
Analysis :
(3)Two of these authors have formerly reported the approximately
equal compliances for high molecular weight, commercial polydimethylsiloxanes
with similar molecular weight distributions. It was noted that the
reduced viscosity, the first normal stress difference and the shear
storage modulus of these samples could be superimposed if the time
scale for each sample was multiplied by the zero shear viscosity, n .
o
The equal compliances of these samples makes this data reduction
equivalent to using an average characteristic time, n J^, as the
o e
reduced variable.
Dynamic data for seven polystyrene samples with weight to number
average ratios from 1.06 to 2.6 were compared as a function of con
o e
where co is the frequency of the dynamic measurement. It was noted
that the absolute value of the reduced complex viscosity, n*/ri^ of
each sample is generally 0.67 at ^n^J^ = 1. This agreement is apparently
- 4 -
independent of the differences in the shapes of the viscosity curves.
The value of 0.67 for the reduced viscosity corresponds to the point
where the Bueche^^^^ theoretical curve crosses the Bueche-Harding
standard curve, shown in Fig. 1 of reference 1. Table I gives typical
data on these samples. Figure 1 gives a comparison of n*/ri for two
o
samples with approximately the same but with different molecular
weight distributions. The reduced complex viscosities of a series
of narrow distribution polystyrenes with molecular weights from 4,800
to 411,000 and a tetra-branched star polystyrene with M = 205 000
w '
are shown in Figure 2, where the time scales have been arbitrarily
shifted for display purposes. The dot marks the point at which
'^'^o'^e
" dashed line corresponds to n*/n^ = 0.67. This same
relationship is found for a variety of commercial melts as is shown in
Figure 3. These are samples of high density polyethylene, polypropylene,
polydimethylsiloxane, polyisobutylene
,
poly-carbonate, and Silly Putty
with compliances from 2.5 x lO"^ to 2.2 x lO"'^ cm^/dyne. The compliances
used to calculate the value of wii^J° = 1 are defined to within + 15%.
On the curves presented this corresponds to n*/n - 0.67 + 0.03. For
o —
most of the samples ri*(w) coincides with the apparent steady shear
viscosity ri (y) , until the onset of steady state flow instabilities.
Si
In cone and plate measurements this instability appears as a break in
the free surface of the sample which creates an abnormally low apparent
viscosity because of the reduced size of the sample. Many other exper-
imenters have reported the equivalent of n (y) and n*(£Aj) . This
a
observation was used to verify and in some cases determine from r]^(ii}).
ion
Figure 4 presents the distribution of the values of the reduced
viscosity at a)n^J° = 1 for 52 experiments on 32 different polymer
melts. The average reduced viscosity is 0.67. The standard deviat
of these measurements is 0.023, in agreement with the uncertainties
expected from the experimental determination of J°.
e*
Measurements on the samples used in this study gave well defined
values of the zero shear viscosity. This necessarily excluded samples
with molecular weight distribution containing a broad, high molecular
weight tail because r,^ could not be determined. This class of materials
would test the extent of the applicability of the correlation since the
high molecular weight components are the first to contribute to non-
Newtonian flow and have the greatest affect on J°. The difficulty in
measuring can be circumvented using blends of well defined samples
to simulate the extreme effect of different molecular weight distributions.
The correlation between non-Newtonian flow and J° was tested in this
e
manner with the binary blends of high molecular weight polydimethylsiloxanes
which were previously used to study the molecular weight distribution
dependence of J° xhe non-Newtonian behavior of the blends was used
to calculate a compliance J° defined as (con )"''" where oj is the frequency
ex O 1 y
at which il*/n^ = 0.67. These results are compared with the measured
compliances, which are shown as lines, in Fig. 5. The apparent agreement
of with J° is deceptive. When samples contain small amounts of high
molecular weight material, the calculated compliance J*^
,
is less than J*^.
ex e
This difference is not apparent in Fig. 5 because of the high dependence
of J*^ on M in this region. The sign of this deviation reverses near the
e w ^ ^
maximum in the compliance, see Fig. 5, where the calculated compliance is
- 6 -
greater than J°. Importantly, beyond the maximum, where the high
molecular weight components comprise more than 20 weight percent of
the system, is found to be within 15% of J°. These results imply
that the correlation is not applicable to solutions of polymers with
concentration less than 0.2. The correlation may also not apply to
samples with molecular weight distributions containing a small amount
of very high molecular weight polymer.
Alternatively the correlation appears to apply to systems in which
the compliance is primarily controlled by the high molecular weight
components, (i.e. in Fig. 5, above the maximum in J°). Experimentally
this included all melts which had measurable zero shear viscosities,
with the exception of the extreme binary blends. It is concluded that
the compliance of a polymer melt can be calculated from the measured
non-Newtonian response, provided the high molecular weight components
of the system comprise more than 20 weight percent of the sample.
Applications :
Calculation of J° from Reported Characteristic Times
The connection between J° and the non-Newtonian response provides a
consistent method for relating the characteristic times of different
viscosity-shear curves. The point at which the reduced viscosity
becomes 0.67 is some fraction C, of the particular time t such that:
n J° = CT (1)
o ex
Values of ? for commonly used x's are given in Table II. Calculations
of compliances from these x's require that the original data fit the
- 7 -
master curve at the point where the reduced viscosity equals 0.67.
Note that Cg^^^^^ is not twice r;^^^^^ as would otherwise be expected
from the explicit forms of the characteristic times. This reflects the
differences in the shapes of the Bueche^^^^ and Rouse ^^^^ theoretical
curves. Direct calculations from the Rouse theory yield c = 0 658Rouse
This corresponds to a reduced viscosity of 0.65, within the standard
deviation of the observed result.
The correspondence of n*(w) with n (y) permits compliances to be
Si
calculated from characteristic times for steady flow reported in the
literature. Graessley, Hazleton and Lindeman^-*-^^ find that concentrated
solutions of narrow distribution polystyrenes obey equation 2,
"^r/^o " (L±l^) (2)
A
Where t^^ - is the Rouse relaxation time, and x is the char-
acteristic time of the system found by fitting the experiments n (y)
a
(13)data to Graessley' s theoretical master curve. The experimental
constants A and 3 were determined by a least square fit of the data.
These results can be used to test the correlation since the concentration
of the polystyrene component comprises no less than 20% of the sample.
Equation 3 is the compliance calculated from Eqn. 1 and 2.
^ex
= 6CMA (3)
TT^ CRT (1 + 6cM)
Graessley and Segal^"*""^^ find A = 2.0 and 6 = 0.962 x 10~^ by fitting
data to a master curve which assumes that the polystyrene samples can
be represented by a Schultz-Zimm distribution with M /M = 1.09. For
^ w n
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this curve ? = 0.64. The compliances of bulk polymers (c = 1) pre-
dicted with these constants, are represented by the solid line in
Fig. 6 and are in good agreement with the measured melt compliance
of the Pressure Chemical polystyrene samples determined previously
by these authors
'
.
The brackets on the data cover the results
of several measurements. The point represents the best value of
these measurements. The dashed portion of the curve is the extra-
polation of Eqn. 3 outside the experimental region of Eqn. 2. The
measured compliances in this low molecular weight region ^^^^ are in
approximate agreement with the predictions of the Rouse theory ^""--^^
The difference between the dashed line and the data results from
A = 2.0 which keeps Eqn. 2 from reducing to Rouse type behavior for
3cM << 1. This reflects the different types of polymeric behavior
at high and low molecular weights.
The compliance of each solution can be estimated from the reported
characteristic time,^"*"^^
_ 15 n M ^ , . P - p
" o w lim 11 22 (4)
27T M M
,
' Y n2 Z+1 '
which is based on measurements of P^^ - the first normal stress
difference. This can be written in terms of a compliance where
Y o
0 '2 2
2 Y n
The theory of second order viscoelastlc fluids ^"^^^ implies that
the steady state shear compliance J^, equals the compliance defined from
- 9 -
normal stress measurements, J°^. Graessley and Segal^^^^ find that
equation 2 represents the concentration-molecular weight dependence
of when is used in place of t . A least squares fit of t /t
° R N
data gives A = 2.2 and 6 = 1.92 x lO"^ These coefficients are not as
well defined as those found for t^/t^ because the data is scattered
at high values of cM. The compliance estimated from these constants,
J°^y has a different functional form than J° since the coefficient 3
is twice that found from the t^^/t^ measurements. At the lowest exper-
imental point (cM = 3.05 X 10^) J° is 18% less than J° and is
ejN ex
distinctly less than the measured melt compliances. Values of x /x
R N
calculated from the measured melt compliance for M = 4.11 x 10^ and
M = 8.60 X 10^ fall below the given least squares line. These values
are in approximate agreement with the concentrations-molecular weight
dependence of the x^^/x^ data (i.e. S - 1 x lO"^) . This is what would
have been found for the t^^/x^ data if the three lowest concentrations
of the M = 8.60 X 10^ polymer solutions are ignored. These solutions
also appear to have unusual values of the reduced viscosity at y n J*^ = 1
o e
as is discussed below. Without these three points the steady state
shear compliance and the characteristic time of non-Newtonian flow have
the same concentration-molecular weight dependence.
The Estimated Reduced Viscosity at yn J*^,, = 1
— ^ !
—Q—eN
The reduced viscosity at Yn J*^ = 1 of each of the concentrated solutions
o e
can be estimated from the master viscosity-shear rate curve using J*^^^
^ ^ eN
in Eq. 4. The narrow distribution samples, without the three solutions
in question, give h/ti^ = 0.66 + 0.043. Including these samples (whose
- 10 -
average reduced viscosity is 0.55) lowers the average n/n to 0.63
o
and increases the standard deviation by 50% to 0.065. Similar r and
o
data is available for concentrated solutions of samples with broad
molecular weight distributions. The average reduced viscosity of four
polystyrene experiments ^^"^^ is 0.66 + 0.054. For 16 branched polyvinyl
(18)acetate systems n/n^ = 0.64 + 0.056. This average includes three
samples with exceptionally low reduced viscosities (0.54, 0.54, and
0.56). Without these samples n/n^ = 0.66 + 0.035.
These estimates of n/n^ and assume that the viscosity shear-
rate data fit the master curve at y^^J°^ = 1 and that the limiting low
shear value of is obtained. If this last requirement is not fulfilled
the calculated reduced viscosity will be too low. This may account for
the few estimates of n/n^ that are exceptionally low. The sensitivity
^ o
ex ^yP^ °^ '^^^^ be demonstrated by assuming that the
Pressure Chemical polystyrene samples are monodisperse. The characteristic
times T^, obtained by fitting the data to the differently shaped mono-
(13)dispersed master curve ^ , are described by equation 2 with A = 3.57
_5a2)
and 3 - 1.33 X 10 . This change increases J° by 27% at cM = 10^
and 14% at cM = 10^.
The average reduced viscosity obtained from melt data (0.67 + 0.023)
is above the averages estimated from concentrated solution measurements
but within the standard deviation of these measurements. Considering the
magnitude of the standard deviation and the assumptions involved in the
estimates of n/n > no distinctions can be made between the solution and
o
melt results.
- 11 -
Calculation of J° from Capillary Mpp^n.o^..^.
Capillary measurements of the apparent viscosity have been found
to agree with r^H^)^^''^ for several polymer systems. For these cases
the flow curves should define the compliance of the melt. Stratton' s^^^^
flow data for the Dow series of narrow distribution polystyrenes was used
to test the applicability of the calculation for capillary measurements
These results, shown as the open points on Figure 6, agree well with the
measured compliances of the Pressure Chemical melts and those calculated
from Segal and Graessley's characteristic times.
It is concluded that the correlation between the steady state shear
compliance and non-Newtonian flow, found for dynamic measurements of
polymer melts, applies to apparent viscosity measurements of polymer
melts and concentrated solutions.
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TABLE I
Characterization Parameters and the Reduced Complex Viscosity
at wn^J° = 1 of Seven Polystyrene Samples
Polystyrene Sample
Pressure Chemical
Pressure Chemical
160 Blend^-'-^^
411 Blend^^°^
NBS 706
T - 666
QX4457
M X 10
w
-3
411
97.2
98
98
257.8
230
190
M /M
w n
1.06
1.06
1.3
1.7
2.1
2.2
2.6
n*/ii at con
o O
0.68
0.67
0.68
0.67
0.66
0.66
0.67
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TABLE II
The Relationship Between Characterlstir Times and J°
Master Curve of: Characteristic Time, x C = V
Rouse (11>
Bueche^^^
Bueche-Harding^"'"^
"r
Graessley ^'""^^
^
2=00
0.69
1.44
0.54
^=10 0.64
VO 1-85
- 14 -
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CAPTIONS FOR FTGTTRKS
Figure 1. The reduced complex viscosity of two polystyrene samples with
different molecular weight distributions as a function of a)n J°.
Figure 2. The reduced viscosity curves of narrow distribution polystyrH
samples showing the point at which
.n^J° =1. K is an arbitrary
constant. The dashed line corresponds to n*/n = 0.67.
Figure 3. The reduced viscosity curves of several polymer systems showing
the point at which
.n^J° = 1. From left to right are commercial
.
samples of Silly Putty, poly-carbonate, polyisobutylene
,
poly-
dimethylsiloxane, polystyrene, polypropylene and high density
polyethylene. The dashed line corresponds to n*/n = 0.67.
o
Figure 4. Distribution of nVn^ at a3n^J° = 1 for 52 experiments on 32
different commercial polymer melts.
Figure 5. The calculated compliances (0,0, A) of binary blends of high
molecular weight polydimethylsiloxanes as a function of their
weight average molecular weight. Solid lines represent the
(12)
measured values. ^
Figure 6. Measured '^''^ and calculated compliances of narrow distribution
polystyrene. The solid points represent the most probable value
of J°. The brackets on these points span the results of several
experimental measurements.
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CHAPTER II
The Effects of High Molecular Weight Components on the
Viscoelastic Properties of Polystyr^ene
W. M. Prest, Jr. and Roger S. Port
Polymer Science and Engineering
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
er
SYNOPSIS
The effects of molecular weight distribution (MWD) on the steady
state shear and the dynamic viscoelastic properties of high molecular
weight (MW>97,000) polystyrene have been examined with a Weissenberg
rheogoniometer. Synthetic MWDs were produced by blending polystyrene
components of defined MWs and narrow MWDs. Experiments were designed
to examine the effects of small amounts of a high MW component on the
viscous and elastic properties of the melt.
The frequency response of the storage and loss moduli, G' and G",
and the storage compliance J', are compared with the shear rate depend-
ence of the shear stress x^^' the primary normal stress difference
^11 ~ ^22' ^"^^ ^^^^^ modulus G, as a function of the composition
of the blend. At low deformation rates the dynamic and the steady
state shear properties are equal; G" = t^^' = (P^^ - P22)/2, and
G = 1/j'. At higher deformation rates the steady state shear properties
are primarily controlled by the high MW component while the dynamic
- 24 -
properties reflect the response of each component. The .ero shear
viscosities of the blends and the narrow MWD components exhibit the
same dependence on the weight average MW. Four predictions for the
MWD dependence of the steady state shear compliance J° are compared
with the experimental results. Although overestimating the magnitude
in the maximum in J°, only Graessley's theory accounts for the observed
behavior on either side of the maximum.
The data is used to discuss the previously reported dependence
of the characteristic relaxation time, x = on the shape of the
non-Newtonian flow response. The t is found to be a measure of the
time scale of the relaxation processes of the high MW component.
INTRODUCTION
The viscoelastic properties of polymer melts are strongly dependent
on molecular weight, MW, and molecular weight distribution, MWD. Recently
studies by different investigators^'^'^ have been aimed at elucidating
the molecular weight distribution dependence of the viscoelastic response
of high MW polymer systems. These rheological experiments represent a
form of mechanical spectroscopy for the examination of interactions between
molecules of different sizes. Synthetic molecular weight distributions
have been created by blending different components of defined MW. This
technique allows the investigator to follow the response of each component
in the changing environment created by different compositional ratios.
Two distinct blending regions have now been experimentally defined"*".
They are characterized by the MW dependence of the steady state shear
- 25 -
compliance, J°, of samples with narrow MWDs, where J° is defined as
the low frequency li.it of the storage compliance, J'. One region
consists of blends of relatively low MW polymers in which the com-
ponents have different values of J°. Typically the compliance of
these components is proportional to molecular weight, as predicted
by the modified Rouse theory for polymer melts^ At high MWs, the
steady state shear compliance of systems with similar MWDs is relatively
independent of MW^' 3, 5, 6, 7^ ^^.^ ^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ .^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
actions between molecules, i.e., "entanglements". Studies of blends
in the entanglement region show that J° is a strong function of MWD.
The J° of binary blends passes through a very high maximum at low
values of w^
,
the weight fraction of the high MW component. Beyond
this maximum it has been previously shown that J° is proportional to
-2-2 3 1 ^
^2 °^ \ °f the blends ' . To date, however, only one set of exper-
iments have actually shown the shape of the maximum in J° as well as the
e
rapid fall off of J° at lower values of W2 ^ These earlier experiments
were performed with blends of polydisperse polydimethyl siloxane samples,
where the MWD of the components obscured the interactions between the
blended species. Other prior blending experiments with narrow MWD
components have chiefly delt with the compositional range beyond the
_o
maximum m J .
e
The purpose of this study has been to examine the low end of the
compositional range (i.e., the region of small w^) in the entanglement
region. The goal is to study the interactions responsible for the
maximum in J° as a function of MWD. In addition this study seeks to
- 26 -
test the various blending laws which have been proposed to explain
the viscoelastic response of high MW polydisperse systems.
EXPERIMENTAL
The high MW, narrow MWD polystyrene samples used to create the
synthetic MWDs in this study were obtained from the Pressure Chemical
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Previous studies have shown that the steady
state shear compliance of polystyrene samples with narrow MWDs is
approximately independent of MW above a molecular weight of about
3 5 6 7100,000 '
' '
.
The blended components were chosen to be in this
range. The MW characteristics of the components are listed in
Table I along with the MW averages of the blends, calculated by the
Peticolas and Menefee technique^ The identification numbers of the
blends represent the weight fraction of the high MW component/ the
MW in thousands of the high MW component/ and the MW in thousands of
the low MW component. Samples were prepared by dissolving weighed
amounts of the components in benzene at a concentration of 1-2% by
volume. The solutions were gently agitated for 24 hours and then
freeze-dryed. This technique was chosen to avoid possible sample
fractionation which might result from extraction methods such as
solvent evaporation or non-solvent precipitation. The resultant
blends and components were compacted into disks and molded at 170°C
at 10,000 PSI for two minutes.
The viscoelastic properties of the samples were measured with a
- 27 -
model R-17 Weissenberg Rheogonlo.eter used in the cone and plate
configuration. A 4° cone, 2.5 c. in dia.eter was chosen to Mni.i.e
sample Size and to optimize the normal stress measurements. The
dynamic properties of the samples were measured with an improved
version of the Birnboim Ultra Low Frequency Phase Meter^ The mod-
ifications incorporate variable trigger levels which allow the operator
to examine different portions of the input signals. In this manner
the purity and balance of the wave forms may be checked and any pertur-
bation or distortion in the signals may be detected and avoided. The
modified phase meter defined phase angles to less than +0.2 degrees and
determined the amplitude of the sinosoidal signals to within +2%.
Different strain amplitudes were used to insure that all measurements
were conducted in the region of linear viscoelastic response. Generally
measurements were made at maximum strains of 5-9%.
RESULTS
Viscoelastic Response
Figure 1 shows the viscoelastic response of the narrow MWD poly-
styrene component with a MW of 97,200. All data was reduced to a ref-
erence temperature, T^ = 192°C, by multiplying the measured stresses by
P T ,
o o/pT. The densities, p, were calculated from the relationship given
by Fox and Loshack^^. The reference temperature was chosen to correspond
to a convenient value of the zero shear viscosity.
The master curve was constructed from measurements made at five
different temperatures. The reduced data was superimposed by multiplying
the frequency axis by a factor a^. At low frequencies the loss modulus.
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/
G", Is proportional to
. and the storage modulus, G' is proportional
to 0,2. At the reference temperature of 192"C, the low frequency limit
of the dynamic viscosity n' - G"/. is 10^ poise and the elastic coefficient,
2Ag E GVa3
,
is 110 dyne sec^/cm^. The storage compliance J', can be
calculated from G' and G" by Eq. 1.
J' = G'
G'^ + G"^
(1)
The reciprocal of J' is shown in Figure 1 to be a constant, with a
value of 9 x 10^ dynes/cm^, over the two lowest decades of frequency.
This value is the reciprocal of J°.
e
The measurements of the storage modulus extend down to 32 dynes/cm^
which, in this instance, corresponds to a phase angle of 89.7 degrees
between the stress and the strain. The lack of scatter in 1/J' at low
frequencies is an indication of the precision of the measurements of the
phase angle, ^. In this region 1/j' is proportional to the secant of <}.
which approaches infinity as
(J, approaches 90 degrees. A tenth of a degree
error in the measurement of (}> at 89.7 degrees would change 1/J' by 33%,
a variation which would be very noticeable in Figure 1.
The data points in Figure 2 give the steady state shear measurements
of the shear stress t^^' half the primary normal stress difference
^^11 ~ ^22^^^' ^^'^ ^^^^^ modulus G = 2x^2/(^11 ~
^22^ ^ function
of the reduced shear rate y a^. These are compared with lines which
represent the dynamic measurements of G', G", and 1/j' as a function of
u)a^, (see Fig. 1). The superposition of the steady state shear data by
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the shif. factor a^. indicates that and P^^ - 3_
temperature dependence as the viscoelastic properties. The data shows
that for this system G' equals half the primary normal stress difference.
At low shear rates x^^ is equal to G". At higher shear stresses the
samples extrude from the test region making the calculated x^^ appear
to fall below G". This figure shows that the shear modulus determined
m steady state flow G, is equal to the low frequency limit of 1/j', in
accordance with the predictions of the Theory of Second Order Fluids^l.
Figure 3 presents the viscoelastic response of a blend of two narrow
MWD samples which was formed by adding a high MW component to the 97,200
sample described above. The identification number indicates that the
blend consists of 20.9 weight percent of a sample with a molecular weight
of 411,000 mixed with the 97,200 MW component. At low frequencies G'
and G" are shown to be proportional to a)^ and o) respectively, as was
found for the base 97,200 MW sample. The time dependence of this response
is shifted to lower frequencies relative to the response of the base
component (see Fig. 1), reflecting the increased viscosity and the changes
in the elastic properties caused by blending. The zero shear viscosity
n^, of this blend is 5.43 x 10^ poise and the elastic coefficient is
3.1 X 10 dyne-cm^/sec^ at 192°C. At intermediate frequencies the effects
of blending become apparent when both G' and G" deviate from the low w
dependencies. At this point both the position and the shape of the fre-
quency response differs from that seen in Figure 1 for the low MW com-
ponent. At high frequencies all functions have the same shaped response
as the properties of the 97,200 MW sample. The entire response can be
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viewed as a weighted combination of the viscoelastic properties of
each component. At low frequencies the 411,000 m component controls
the magnitude of the viscous and elastic response. At high frequencies
the properties of the blend are those of the 97,200 MW, shifted towards
longer times by the interactions with the high MW component. Figure 3
shows that as ^ decreases, 1/j' first approaches the limiting value of
9 X 10^ dynes/cm^ which is the value of 1/J° found for the 97,200 MW
sample. The effects of blending then appear as a sudden decrease in
the magnitude of 1/j' with decreasing co, ultimately reaching a limiting
value of 9.5 X 10^ dynes/cm^, the characteristic l/j° of the blend. For
this blending MW ratio the compliance changes by almost a decade with a
20.9% change in composition while the viscosity increases by a factor
of 5.43.
The steady state shear response of the 0.209/411/97.2 blend is
compared, in Figure 4, with lines which represent the dynamic properties
G', G", and 1/j'. At low shear rates (P^^ - ?^^)/2 equals G' and is
proportional to
.
At higher shear rates G' deviates from the square
dependence sooner and more rapidly than P^^ - P^^. This reflects the
differences between the linear response of the dynamic measurements and
the non-linear response of the steady state shear experiment. The
modulus calculated from the primary normal stress difference is indep-
endent of Y over most of the experimentally accessible range. At low
0), G equals 1/J°, again in agreement with the Theory of Second Order
Fluids. This fact was confirmed for all of the blending experiments
described in this paper. Note that 1/J' departs from the limiting value
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Of UJ^ at lower shear stresses than dees G. Thus a good estimate o£
1/J° can even be made fro™ measurements of a constant value of G x„ the
non-linear region of x
.
12
The changes in the response of G', caused by the blending of dif-
ferent molecular weight species, are shown in Figure 5. As .ore of the
411,000 MW component is added to the 97,200 MW base sample, the response
of the system shifts to lower frequencies and an inflection point
appears in G'. The magnitude of the stress at the inflection point
increases with w^ and the initial formation of a plateau becomes apparent.
In this, region the response of the blend can be visually decomposed into
the contributions of each component.
The blending induced changes in 1/j' are given by the family of
curves presented in Figure 6. Two distinct concentration regions are
observed. For blends with small amounts of high MW material, the low a.
limit of 1/j' decreases rapidly with increasing w^, while the high fre-
quency response remains essentially unchanged. The location of the
transition between the two extremes shifts to higher frequencies as
increases. At higher concentrations the magnitude of both the low
and high frequency responses increase with w^ and the position of the
transition region shifts toward lower co.
The shear rate dependencies of P^^^^ - P^^ and G for the 411/97.2
blend series are shown in Figure 7. As the concentration of the high
MW material is decreased the deviation of P^^ - from the dep-
endence occurs at progressively lower stress levels. However, these
deviations are minor when compared with the associated rapid change in
G' (see Figs. 4 and 5). In addition, the shear rate dependence of
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11 - does not Indicate the presence of the two MW species as
clearly as does G'. Therefore the high shear rate dependence of the
primary normal stress difference Is controlled primarily by the high
MW component.
For the narrow MWD components, the shear modulus is independent
of y over the experimentally accessible range. The measured G remains
relatively insensitive to y for the blends in which W2>0.2. The shear
moduli of blends containing small amounts of high MW material is constant
at low ; but increases rapidly at higher shear rates. This curvature is
the result of the more rapid deviation of P^^ - P^^ from y^ than t^^
from Y. For large concentrations of the high MW component, the deviation
°^
^11 " ^22 balanced by pronounced non-Newtonian flow (see Fig. 4),
resulting in a relatively constant value of G. The less pronounced non-
Newtonian flow in the low w^ blends makes G more sensitive to the shear
rate dependence of P^^ - P^^. Presumably, if higher normal stresses could
be measured, the shear modulus of the low w^ blends would become less
dependent on y in the region of substantial non-Newtonian flow. As in
Figure 4, the shear moduli of all the blends are less dependent on y
than J' is on o). This reflects the difference between the time depend-
encies of P^^ - P^^ and G' and reinforces the previously stated observation
that 1/J° can be estimated from the nonlinear region of steady state flow.
Zero Shear Viscosity
This study provides an important test of the MW averages which control
the long time properties of high Ml\7 polymer melts because it deals primarily
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averages, M^/M^, m^^^/m^, ,,,,, ^
^^^^^ ^^^,2 ^^^^ ^^^^
that the zero shear viscosity
, is a unique function of the chain
length of the
.olecule when the systems are reduced to a constant free
vow. This condition is automatically satisfied in this study by the
high MWs of the blended components. For all of the samples studied, the
steady state shear measurement of equaled the low frequency li.it of
n'. Figure 8 presents the zero shear viscosities of the blends and the
components at 192°C, plotted against the weight average molecular weight
M^. The solid line, determined by the viscosities of the narrow MWD
samples, is given by the relationship
log = -12.7 + 3.35 log M
" w (2)
Within experimental error, the viscosities of all the blends obey this
relationship. The least squares line determined by all the data is:
log = -13.0 + 3.41 log (3)
These equations are in agreement with the findings of a recent survey^^
which compared several investigators' measurements of the viscosity of
these and other standard polystyrene samples. Bueche^^ has predicted that
the MW averages which control shift from to as the higher moments
of the MWD become significantly different from M . If this were true thew
viscosities of the blends would show a systematic deviation from the
vr
3.4
^dependence as the ratio of M /M passes through a maximum. This is
not observed experimentally.
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Steady State Shear Compliance
Several different predictions for the MWD dependence of J° have
been proposed^
'
,
20, 22
^ Two of these define blending laws whL
describe the viscoelastic response of the blend in terms of H(t), the
relaxation spectrum of the system. This quantity is particularly useful
because it can be used to calculate the entire response of all the visco-
elastic functions. Ninomiya^^ has proposed a blending law, Eq. 4, in which
the relaxation spectrum of the blend is described as a weighted sum of
the relaxation spectra of the individual components, each shifted in
time by an amount X
.
.
1
Hb(^) = I v.H.(t/A.) (4)
These shift factors take into account the different environment that a
molecule encounters when immersed in different MW surroundings. In a
mono-disperse sample, a molecule "sees" certain viscous drag forces which
determine the time constants of its relaxation mechanisms. In a blend
each molecule experiences a new set of viscous drag forces which establish
a new set of relaxation times. The relaxation spectrum of the molecule
is then shifted in time by an amount determined by these new interactions.
This shift in time scale can be represented by the parameters A..
15 16 17 18Ninomiya and Ferry's ' ' ' work primarily involved blends of
components with different moduli. For these systems, it was found that
the weighting factors, v^, were equal to the weight fractions of the
components. Coupling this result with the observation that n depends
oB
only on M leads to the prediction that the compliance of the blend J*^
,w eB
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is proportional to (M^^^ ujHJ for systems in which J°. aM. This
relationship is generally observed. When J°. is indepLent of M, the
blending law predicts aM^/M^ or in another modification^^^
-^eB ^(\+l ^z)/\^- Previous studies by these^ and other authors^'^
have shown that these MW averages grossly underestimate the magnitude
of the changes in and the dependence of on w^. Experimentally
J°3 is found to be approximately proportional to w'^ for large values
of
' \ In addition Masuda et al.^ found a spread in the relaxation
spectrum of the blends. They postulated that this spread was the result
of contributions of Hg(x) from relaxation mechanisms involving couplings
between the high and low MW components.
Based on these observations, Bogue and coworkers^^ suggested the
quadratic blending law given in Eq. 5.
H3
= + 2w^W2H^2 ^2'«22 (5)
where H.
.
is the relaxation spectrum caused by interactions between
molecules of MW i and j
.
The shift factors A.., do not appear in this
formalism, but are indirectly incorporated in terms of a predefined MW
dependence of the relaxation times, t.. a M.M.M This approachij 1 J w
predicts that
J° = (M /M )V.
eB z w ei
In work unrelated to the specific form of the blending laws,
3 21Mills * has found a correlation between and (M /M )^^^
eB z w
A theoretical attempt to explain the MW and MWD dependence of
eB
has recently been proposed by Graessley, The theory introduces inter-
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molecular Interactions Into the Rouse .odel by considering both the
elastic contributions c£ entanglements and the viscous drag forces at
these points. The drag forces depend on the lengths of the Interacting
chains. This results in a non-unlfor. drag coefficient for polydisperse
systems. The su™ of the relaxation times caused by these interactions
is m the form of the quadratic blending law. Averages of t over each
type of relaxation process automatically include the shift factors.
Figure 9 compares the measured compliances of the 411/97.2 series
of blends with the predictions described above. The lines represent
the results of: 1-The quadratic blending law, (M /M )2; 2-The modified
Rouse theory, (\^^ViJV.^) ; 3-Mllls' correlation, (M /M j^-'j
z w
4-Graessley
' s theory.
The quadratic blending law predicts the least pronounced dependence
of J°g on MWD. This is particularly surprising because this law was
designed to explain the experimentally observed dependence of J° on
_2
W2
.
However larger compliances may be predicted by the quadratic
blending law if the shift factors, i.e. the relaxation times of the
individual molecular species, are more sensitive to the MWD of the melt
than the proposed M.M_.M^^-^ dependence. This is illustrated by the pre-
dictions of Graessley's theory which incorporates calculated A with a
ij
form of the quadratic blending law. While Graessley's theory overestimates
the maximum change in J°^, it is the only representation which approximates
the shape and the magnitude of the observed response on either side of
the maximum.
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Non-Newtonian Response
The authors have previously reported that the non-Newtonian response
of ».any polymer melts is related to the characteristic relaxation time of
o 23the system, t = n^J^
.
A correlation was found between x and the
reduced complex viscosity, nVn^ = (G'^ + G"^) '^'z,,^ . I„ particular,
at 03 = 1/x, nVn^ = 0.67 + 0.03. It was noted that this relationship
did not apply to systems containing small amounts of high MW material.
The data presented in this paper can be used to examine this behavior
in more detail. The reduced complex viscosities of the PS blends are
plotted
,
as a function of coa^ in Figure 10. The point (o) on each response
corresponds to coa^ = l/n^J°. The values of nVn^ at this point are listed
in Table II.
As the 97,200 MW PS is added to the higher MW sample, the Newtonian
response extends to progressively higher values of ooa^. In addition,
the presence of the low MW material initially changes the shape of the
non-Newtonian response at low values of n*/n^. This contribution becomes
more significant as w^ decreases. The shape of the response in the
neighborhood of n*/n^ = 0.67 becomes a function of the low MW component
when W2<0.2. As shown in Figure 9, this is the concentration range
where J°g is a maximum, and thus the region in which the elastic properties
of the 97,200 MW sample first begin to influence the properties of the
blend. At small w^ the correlation fails when the properties of the low
MW component dominate the response of the blend. However, in this region
^ ^
'"^'^o'^e
P^^'^i'^ts the approximate position where the contribution of the
high MW component to n*/n^ equals 0.67. This may be seen by shifting the
response of the high MW component so that it corresponds with the initial
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non-Newtonian flow region o£ the low w^ blends. Therefore the
characteristic tl.e. n„J°, can be considered to be a measure of the
time scale of the relaxation processes of the high MW component.
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TABLE I
Molecular Weight Distribution of the Blend
Sample njio' m^M^ M_/M
97.2 97.2
0.023/411/97.2 104.4 1.10
0.033/411/97.2 107.6 1.12
0.049/411/97.2 112.5 1.16
0.089/411/97.2 125.1 1.25
0.209/411/97.2 162.7 1.46
0.399/411/97.2 222.3 1.66
All 411.
z w
1.04 1.04
1.25
1.32
1.42
1.57
1.68
1.54
1.04 1.05
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TABLE II
Properties of the Blends at 192°C
poise cm2/dyne (a J
oB
0.000 1.00 1.1
0.023 1.15
0.049 1.51
0.089 1.97
0.209 5.43
0.399 16.0
1.000 125.
0.67
^•5 0.85
1-27 7.0 0.85
9.0 0.83
11. 0.76
10.5 0.67
6.7 0.66
1.4 0.68
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 Frequency dependence of G', G", and 1/j' for sample 97.2 reduced
to 192°C.
Fig. 2 Shear rate dependence of x , fp - v ^/') r j • ,12 ^11 22 compared with
the frequency dependence of G'. G", and 1/j' for sample 97.2
reduced to 192°C.
Fig. 3 Frequency dependence of G\ G", and 1/j' for sample 0.209/411/97.2
reduced to 192°C.
Fig. 4 Shear rate dependence of x CP _ p wo r j • ,f iivacuuc uj. L^2>
^^i^Y 22 compared with
the frequency dependence of G', G", and 1/j' for sample
0.209/411/97.2 reduced to 192°C.
Fig. 5 Frequency dependence of G' for the 411/97.2 blend series reduced
to 192°C.
Fig. 6 Frequency dependence of 1/j' for the 411/97.2 blend series reduced
to 192°C.
Fig. 7 Shear rate dependence of G and P^^ - P^^ the 411/97.2 blend
series reduced to 192°C.
Fig. 8 The weight average molecular weight dependence of the zero shear
viscosity for the 411/97.2 blend series.
Fig. 9 The dependence of the steady state shear compliance on the weight
fraction of the high MW component of the 411/97.2 blend series.
Solid lines are the predictions of 1) Bogue et al. quadratic
blending law; 2) Modified Rouse Theory; 3) Mills' Correlation;
4) Graessley's Theory.
Fig. 10 The reduced complex viscosities of the 411/97.2 blend series as a
function of wa^. The point o represents ooa^ = 1/ri J°.
i Toe
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CHAPTER III
Blending Laws for High Molecular Weight Polymer Melts
W. M. Prest, Jr.*
Polymer Science and Engineering
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
ABSTRACT
Blending laws have been previously proposed to describe the effect
of molecular weight distribution (MWD) on the viscoelastic properties
of polymer melts. The blending laws represent the relaxation spectrum
of a blend H^d) as a weighted sum of the relaxation spectra of the
individual components, each shifted in time by an amount characteristic
of the interactions between the molecular species. In general, the
binary blending law is
2
\('^) = I V. .H. . (t/A. .)
The weighting factors V. and shift factors A., may be obtained
directly from the calculated relaxation spectra of blends of narrow
MWD fractions. These parameters are used to test the applicability of
two types of blending laws: 1) The quadratic blending law, V = w w
,ij i j
where w^^ is the weight fraction of the k component; and 2) The simple
blending law, V_ = v^<5
_ . The experimental results give qualified
support to the quadratic blending law but place strong restrictions on
the magnitude and shape of the cross relaxation spectra term H .
ij
Present address, Xerox Corporation, Rochester, N.Y. 14604
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These require that H.
. ^ h h /hiJ ji' = constant, and A . = x in
a.au.o„.
„s..e«o„3
^^^^^^^^^^
blending laws are equivalent representations of H (x).
B
INTRODUCTION
Blending laws have been previously proposed (1.2,3) to describe the
effects of molecular weight distribution (MWD) on the vlscoelastlc prop-
erties of polymer
.elts. The blending laws represent the relaxation
spectru. of a blend H^Cr). as a weighted su. of the relaxation spectra
of the individual components, each shifted In tl.e by an amount char-
acteristic of the Interactions between the molecular species.
Nlnomlya (1) originally suggested the simple blending law given by
equation 1.
V-"^ = 1 v.H.(t/A ) (1)
where v. is the volume fraction of the i^^ ,,,p,^,^,
^^^^^^^^
the relaxation spectrum of that component shifted in time by a factor
X.. This blending law has been examined in detail by Ninomiya, Ferry
and coworkers (4-8) and has been used to predict the viscoelastic response,
the zero shear viscosity n^^, and the steady state shear compliance J°
eB
of several homopolymer blends and polymer solvent systems.
Recently, it has been shown (9-12) that eq . 1 does not explain the
MWD dependence of J^^ and the viscoelastic response of high MW polymer
blends. Prest (9) has reported that the properties and response of high
MW poly dimethyl siloxane blends may be described by eq. 1 with effective
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weighting factors v^, which are In general, less than the volume fractions
of the components. Masuda and coworkers (10) suggested that, In high
molecular weight blends, entanglement couplings between the different
MW species give rise to a set of relaxation mechanisms with time constants
between the shifted relaxation times of the individual components. Bogue
et al. (2) formalized this proposal by suggesting a quadratic blending
law of the form
"b(^> = + 2w^-2»12(^/^12> + "2^ "22(^/^22) (2)
where is the weight fraction of the i'^^ component and H^^(t) is a
cross relaxation spectrum term. Recently Graessley (3) has proposed a
theory to explain the effects of MWD in high MW systems. This approach
to binary blends considers the relaxation processes of molecule A
interacting with molecule B, to be different from those of B interacting
with A. This leads to a quadratic blending law in which the cross term
consists of the separate components w^w^ H^2^''/^12^ ^"'^
'^2''l ^21 ^''^^21^'
where in general H^2(^)
^ ^21^"^^ ^"""^
^12 ^ ^21*
A general binary blending law encompassing all of the above can be
written as
For the simple blending law V.. = v. 6.. where 6, . = 1 if i = i and isij 1 ij ij
zero otherwise and is the effective weighting factor, which is equal
to the volume fraction for the Ninomiya blending law. The quadratic
blending law is given by V
,
.
= w.w. where w. is the weight fraction of
Ij 1 J k ^
each component.
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The viscoelastlc properties of a blend described by eq. 3 ™ay be
calculated fro. the pheno^enologlcal relations of linear vlscoelastlclty
(13,14). The loss modulus of the blend G" (m) isB '
A similar equation applies to the storage modulus, G'^^(„J..). The
properties of the blend in the terminal region, J° and n ^^areeB 'oB
related to the properties of the components by
'oB = I. (5)
and
The experimental viscoelastic response of blends of different
molecular weight polymers can be used to evaluate the parameters V and
A^j. Previously these parameters were obtained by an intercomparison of
the measured viscoelastic properties, G'and G", from eq. 4 and related
equations. However, this technique depends primarily on the choice of
the poorly defined quantity V^^. A more direct test of the successes and
deficiencies of the proposed blending laws can be obtained through a
comparison of the calculated relaxation spectra of blends, H (x). This
B
study determines the blending law parameters from relaxation spectra
calculated from the previously reported (12) viscoelastic response of
blends of high MW, narrow MWD polystyrene samples. The experimentally
defined parameters are used to analyze the proposed blending laws.
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Relaxation Sperfr^
several approximations (14) have been used to calculate H(x) f.o.
the experimentally measured viscoelastic response. These techniques,
involving various combinations of the derivatives of a viscoelastic
function, are very sensitive to small variations in the data. m a
companion study (15), a comparison was made between the relaxation
spectra calculated by five different approximations. The method proposed
by Tschoegl (16) was found to produce the least fluctuations in the
terminal region of the calculated H(x). However, small fluctuations
were apparent when the slope of H(x) changed rapidly. Previous studies
(12) have shown that changes in MWD primarily effect the long time
region of the viscoelastic response. The relaxation spectra presented
in this paper were calculated by Tschoegl 's approximation in order to
examine the effects of MWD in the terminal region. The calculation of
H(T) is based on values of G' and G" defined by the master curves of
the samples viscoelastic response. The spectra determined from G'
and G" were in close agreement, indicating that both sets of data were
consistent with each other.
The relaxation spectra at T = 192°C, of blends formed by mixing
samples with MWs of 97,200 and 411,000, are shown in Figure 1. The
numbers indicate the weight fraction of the high molecular weight
component. The relaxation spectrum of the 411,000 MW, narrow MWD com-
ponent shows a long plateau at short and intermediate times. This is
associated with the relaxation processes involving the interactions or
"entanglements" between molecules. Others report a minimum in H(t)
in this region for high MW systems with narrow MWD's (10). The data
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presented here indicates a slight decrease in H(t) This d.ffnvx;. i i erence may
be the result of the particular MWD of the samples Hn. • .i.iie . owever it should
be noted that the subsequent analysis of the data is insensitive to the
specific shape of this intermediate response region of H(x). At long
ti.es there is a very rapid decrease in H(x). The slope of the log H(x)
vs log X plot in the terminal region is initially equal to -2 and then
becomes less than
-3. This end result, which is expected to be different
from the
-1/2 predicted by the Rouse theory (17) for non-interacting
molecules, is still much less than the -1 dependence predicted by the
Chompff and Duiser theory (18) for a network with moble cross-links.
The relaxation spectrum of the 97,200 MW, narrow MWD component also
shows the same rapid decrease in H(t) at long times and a short rubbery
plateau, 50% higher than that observed for the 411,000 sample.
The addition of a small amount of the 411,000 MW sample to the
97,200 MW sample shifts the relaxation spectrum of the latter toward
longer times and produces a distinct shoulder on H(t). This shoulder
becomes more prominant and greater in magnitude as the concentration of
the high MW component increases. Little significance can be attached to
the small maxima which appear on the shoulders of the calculated H^(t).
These occur in a region where the numerical approximations for the second
derivatives of the VE function used in the Tschoegl approximation are
very sensitive to the experimental data (15). Thus the calculated H (t)
B
is expected to be subject to fluctuations. Typical oscillations in the
experimental data are given in Figure 2 for the w^ = 0.049 blend. The
additional contribution to H(t), represented by the shoulders, is
responsible for the very high compliances of the blends. As W2 increases,
the initial fall off in H^Ct) moves gradually to longer times while.
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beyond the shoulder, the final decrease in H M^Ct) shifts rapidly towards
much longer times.
Paramet ers of the Simple Blending Law
The general properties of the simple blending laws may be seen by
considering the addition of Idealized box shaped relaxation spectra.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where H.^ is the magnitude of the rel-
axation spectrum and
... is the maximum relaxation time of component
1 m blend j. By definition the weighting factors and shift parameters
for blend k are
"ll ° "ik - »2k ' < ^Ik! *ll - -1^/^11 (7)
«11
"22 ' «2k/«22 ' ' hk' *22 = ^2k/^22 (8)
Note that V^^ is determined by subtracting the contribution of H from
2k
the relaxation spectrum of the blend, H
11c
The calculated relaxation spectra shown in Figure 1 allow the
direct measurement of the weighting factors V.
. and the shift factors
A
.
.
of the simple blending law. The contribution of the high MW
component to the relaxation spectrum of the blend V^^, is the ratio of
the height of the shoulder of E^(r) to the height of the plateau of
the relaxation spectrum of the high MW component, H22(t). The shift
factor is the constant needed to superimpose the long time portion
of V22H22(t) on HgCx). The quantity V^^ is obtained from the low x
plateau response of the components by equation 7. The shift factor
A^^ is determined by matching the initial decrease in the response of
Hj^j^(t) and H^d). These values are listed in Table I.
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in Figure 1, 1, appears that the shape of the long ti.e response
changes with composition. This would
.aRe superposition an arbitrary
procedure. However, close inspection of Figure 1 reveals that the
apparent differences reflect the change in the shape of the terminal
region of the high MW components H(x) from the initial x'^ dependence
to the final t response.
The terminal properties of the blends, n^,, and J°^, .ay be cal-
culated fro. the blending law parameters with equations 5 and 6 or by
the direct intergration of H^(x) according to the phenomenological
relations of linear viscoelasticity (13,14). Table II demonstrates
the agreement that is found between the calculated values of these
properties and the experimental results.
Weighting Factors
The dependence of the weighting factors V.
., on the respective
weight fractions w^^ are shown in Figure 4. The brackets on the data
are determined by the maximum and minimum values of the height of the
shoulders and represent the possible uncertainties in the calculated
weighting factors. The dot-dash-dot line is the behavior that would
be expected if V.
.
= w., the condition of the simple blending law
proposed by Ninomiya (1). The dashed line corresponds to V = w ^.
ii i
The observed are proportional to at large w^. However,
significant deviations from this quadratic behavior are observed at
small w^. Note that unlike V^^, the weighting factors for the low MW
component V^^^, are approximately equal to the weight fractions of the
low MW component, w^^. Thus even though there is a great deal of
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uncertainty 1„ the determination of V^^, the su. of V^^ and V^^ is
not one. This observation is confirmed by calculating V^^ fr!!
equation 5 and the measured values of V A A ,„H H22' 22' *11 "^he experimental
n.B- The calculated V^^, listed in Table 111. are consistent with the
measured values. Thus, if the simple blending law is to describe the
interactions of high MW polymers, the resulting blending law is not
symmetric in the weiehtine fartnT-ccxgiiL iig r ctors of the components.
Shift Factors
Implicit m the determination of V^^ is the necessity of shifting
the components spectra by an amount A.^. The shift factors represent
the ratios of a molecular species relaxation time in a blend to that
time in the pure component. Relaxation times in polymers are controlled
by the elastic properties and the viscous drag forces in the melt. In
blends of components with similar elastic properties the shift factors
are expected to be related to the same MW averages which control the
viscosity of the melt, M^. This is also Implied by the simple blending
law. If v.^ = „. and all the viscosities are simply related to M
, then
w
eq. 5 implies that A.
.
is a function of M^. This restriction is relaxed
as v.. becomes a more complicated function of w., i.e., as the elastic
effects of entanglements become more important. The experimental shift
factors are listed in Table I along with X^^/X^^. This ratio is seen
to increase with w^. Examination of the data shows that while A^^ can
be represented by a power of M^, X^^ depends on a higher moment of the
MWD. A correlation of A^^ with and X^^ with is presented in
Figure 5. The asymmetry of this dependence reflects the differences
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between the functional forms of V and V11 ^22*
If the blending law Is to apply to the entire relaxation spect-
rum of the components, that Is to the relaxation mechanisms of short
.molecular segments as well as those associated with entanglements,
then the experimental parameters must be consistent with the response
of H(t) in the transition region. The Rouse theory (17) predicts that
H(x) is proportional to .'^l^ m the transition region. For a given
polymer, the lso-£ree volume transition region response Is Independent
of MW and MWD. (U). This has been demonstrated for polystyrene (10).
The simple blending law reduces each component's .'^'^ region response
by V^.. In addition, the shift factors effectively change the contri-
bution to H^(x) at a given t by X^/^. Therefore, if the transition
region response is to be Independent of MWD.
i ^11 =
^
The experimental values of this sum, listed In Table I. prove that the
simple blending law may be applied to the entire VE spectrum of high
MW polystyrene blends. Equation 9 also explains why the sum of the
experimental weighting factors Is not equal to one.
Relationships between the shift factors may be obtained from
Figure 3. Define the ratio of the maximum relaxation times of the
components and the ratio of the blend shifted x as
^21 =
''22/'^ll ' l21k = ^2k/'^lk (10)
Then from equations 7 and 8
^2k/^lk = ^21k/^21 (11)
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The choice of the components defines L^^, which Is a constant for
any blend series. For the box shaped relaxation spectra in Fig. 3.
"oil ° "il'^ir Then L^^ Is proportional to the ratio of the
viscosities of the components and thus to a power of the ratio of
the molecular weights of the blended species. The width of the
secondary plateau is proportional to l^^,- Thus the ratio of the
shift factors is a measure of the width of the secondary plateau
relative to the difference between the components terminal response.
Figure 1 shows that the width of the shoulder on H^Cx) decreases with
the concentration of the high MW component, in accordance with the
observed dependence of X^^A^^. (See Tablet). This conflicts with
Nlnomlya and Ferry's (6) observation that A^^/X^^ is a constant for
high MW polystyrene blends. However, In that study, the V wereii
assumed to be the weight fractions of the components and the X
ii
were determined from the experimental relaxation moduli. This
definition of V.
.
would decrease the apparent compositional dependence
of the ratio of the shift factors.
The observed compositional dependence of A /A limits the
general application of the blending laws. Ninomiya and Ferry (16)
have shown that the blending laws may be applied to blends of blends,
if and only is the ratio of the shift factors is independent of w^
for a given ratio of MWs. This is demonstrated by the relaxation
spectrum of blend j in Figure 3. Sample j may be considered to be
either a blend of components 1 and 2 or an appropriate mixture of
component 1 and blend k. If the blending laws apply to the latter
case, the maximum relaxation time of blend k is shifted by an amount
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=
^2k/^2j- parts of the spectrum must be shifted by the
same amount, x /t = t /t t. • i .
Ik' 'ij ^2W^2y ^^^^h IS equivalent to 1 . = i
This states that the width of the secondary plateau must^e a co^lnt
if the blending law is to apply to blends of blends, a condition
which is not observed in the experimental data presented in Figure 1.
Parameters of_the Quadratic Blendinp T...
Long Time Response
The initial dependence of V^^ on w^^ shown in Figure 4 supports
the idea of a quadratic blending law. m addition, it may be argued
that the deviation of from the quadratic behavior is the result
of the contribution of the cross relaxation spectrum. To test this
proposition it is necessary to calculate H^2^''/^12^-
If the cross term is to account for the observed deviations,
the response of the shoulder of the relaxation spectrum of a blend
must be composed of the sum of the quadratic term w ^ h (t/A )
and 2w^W2H^2(^/^12)-
^hen, since w w and H..(t) are defined, and
2
H^-l(t/A^^) is negligible, the experimental H (x) can be used to
obtain the response of and the shift factor \^^.
In the analysis of the simple blending law it was found that the
shoulder in Hgd) could be described by 1 V.^^ (x/A^p. Then for x
corresponding to relaxation processes represented by the shoulder in
Hg(T), the experimental data is related to the quadratic blending law by
»22^^/^22^ 2
22 22 H22(^/^22>
22 „22^ 22^ = + 2w^W2 H^2^''/^12^ (12)
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where the experimentally measured shift factor Is denoted hy /
The cross term
„^^(,/,^^, ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ experlmell
data once is chosen. m general the shape of H^^(t) win be
different than the shape of
„^^(„ „„iess X^^ = x*^. However,
if does not equal X*^ the shape of
„^^(,) i^ 3 function of the
composition of the blend (see equation 12). But the form of the
blending law states that H^^(r) Is Independent of w^. Therefore
hi - '22 »d Hl2(^/\2)Al22(T/A22) is a constant. Then, If the
quadratic blending law describes the blends long time response, a
Plot of log (V^^-w/) versus log (2w^„^) win p,o,,,, 3 ^.^^
a slope of one. Prom this graph the quantity H^^/„^^ can be evaluated.
The data presented In Figure 6 give qualified support to the cross
term proposal. The line drawn with unity slope Indicates that the
magnitude of H^^ In the long time region Is approximately one-tenth
that of H^j.
Short Time Response
While the cross term, H^2(-/^i2) ^e used to account for the
difference between V^^ and w/; it does not explain the observed
dependence of V^^ on w^. The shape of the blends short time rubbery
plateau response is experimentally independent of the compositional
ratio (see Figure 1). Therefore by the arguments developed above, the
responses of H^^Cx/A^^ and H^2(^/^12) ^ave similar shapes and, at short
times,
= The ratio of the magnitude of these spectra may be
calculated in a manner similar to equation 12. The widely scattered
results shown in Figure 6 imply that H^2/"ll ~~ Thus, since
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H12/H22 ^0.1, the cross term H^^
-ust be a two step function of x
(I.e.,
-
exhibit two plateaus). However, the experimentally observed
compositional dependence of A^^/A^^ (Table I) states that the cross
term can not remain independent of w^ and simultaneously be subject
to the conditions that A^^ = A^^ at low r and A^^ = A^^ at high x.
Therefore the quadratic blending law with a single cross term (equation
2) does not describe the observed relaxation spectra.
It is important to note that Graessley's quadratic blending law
is not subject to the above condition because it contains two cross
terms, H^2('^/^i2>
"2l(^/^21>' ^^^^^ in general are not equal.
In addition, the required similarity between the shapes of the cross
terms and the component's spectra make Graessley's quadratic blending
law equivalent to the simple blending law with
^11 = -1' + \2^hl ' h2 = ^11
V22 = + w^w^ H^^/H22
,
A^^ = A22
Thus, by definition, the two term quadratic blending law describes the
experimental long and short time response of H (t).
B
The experimental conclusion that the simple and the quadratic
blending laws are equivalent representations of Hg(T) is particularly
surprising because the cross terms were originally introduced to account
for the appearance of a set of relaxation times intermediate to the
shifted spectra of the components (10). This set of x appears in the
spectra of the W2 = 0.209 and w^ = 0.399 blends shown in Figure 1 as
the broad transition between the main body and the shoulder of H (x).
B
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Note Chat this transition is .ore gradual than the rapid fall off
m the terminal response of the 97,200 MW component.
While this broad intermediate response seems to represent a
new set of relaxation times, it can be shown that this region is
just the sum of the relaxation spectra of the components. This is
demonstrated in Figure 7 for the w^ = 0.209 blend. The solid line
is the measured H^i,^. The broken lines are the spectra of the two
components, weighted and shifted by V,. and X... The solid points
are the sum of these contributions. The shape of this Intermediate
region is controlled by the terminal response of V,, H^, (x/X^p over
the range of r where it Intersects V^^ H^^ (t/X^^). As H^^(t)
decreases, the slope of H^^M decreases. Thus the contribution of
Hj^Ct/X^P to the intermediate time response decreases with the
concentration of the higher MW component. This accounts for the
broad transition observed at large w^ and the apparent lack of this
response at small w^.
Discussion
The choice of a particular blending law depends on a proposed
theoretical models ability to calculate either the set of parameters,
^11 ^""^ ^22 °^ "12/^22 ^^'^ "12/^22
•
fi^^t it appears that the
V.
.
are useful only in the calculation of and H^2/^22
experimental data. However the V^^ have particular significance
by themselves. This may be seen from eq. 4. At low frequencies G"
is the stress on the sample. Then the V.
. represent the contribution
of molecular species i, to the total stress supported by the sample.
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As an example, the sl.ple blending law „ay be applied to the
fetalis, developed by Plx^an (19) concerning the behavior of molecules
in solution. According to Flxman (1Q\S CO fi (19), the stress tensor of a flex-
ible molecule in solution is
' =
- ^ lh\^-V2 c2 <K^^ V(R^p>
,,,,
where I R.V.U is an average over the interactions between each segment
and all other segments in the solution and c is the concentration of the
molecules in solution. The coefficient of the c^ term takes into account
interactions between separate molecules other than entanglements (i.e.,
excluded volume) through the potential V(R^p where R^^ is the vector
distance between the molecules center of mass. Applications of Fixman's
equation assume that the interaction potential U is a pair wise addit
function of the potential energy between segments. Williams (20) point
out that this assumption fails in concentrated solutions where it is
necessary to take into account three body cooperative interactions. Such
a treatment would add a c^ term to the stress tensor, physically corres-
ponding to entanglement interactions. If individual molecules in a melt
can be considered to be molecules in a very concentrated solution and
if the stress contributions can be treated in this manner the experimental
V.
.
should be representable by a cubic equation in the individual weight
fractions, w.. The coefficients of the c, c^, and c^ terms would then
represent the intramolecular, the intermolecular and the entanglement
interaction contributions to the total stress. As the size (i.e., MW)
and concentration of the individual components is increased the major
contribution to the stress would shift from a primary dependence on c,
ive
s
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to c\ and c\ The weighting factors of the low MW species In a
blend would then have a different functional dependence than the
V^^ of the high MW components.
The systematic deviation of the data in Figure 5 from the first
power dependence on w^w^ suggests that the V^^ may be better represented
by a cubic equation in than by the quadratic blending law. The
results of a least squares regressional analysis are given by equation
15.
= 0.21 + 0.42 + 0.37
2 "2 (15)
In the context of the previous discussion this suggests that, for
M = 411,000, the entanglement contribution to the stress is of the
same order as that supported by the intermolecular interactions and
about twice that of the intramolecular term.
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Table I
Blending Law Parameters
'
'll '22 hl'hl fv..xl/2
Ii 11 iii=l
0.000 1.00 1.00
0- 023 0.95 0.007 1.O6 0.17 0.16
0.049 0.90 0.0125 1.25 0.23 0.184
0.089
.
0.85 0.024 1.35 0.27 0.2o"
0.209 0.80 0.067 1.80 0.45
0.399 0.60 0.175 2.40 0.70 0.29
1- 000 1.000 1.00
1.01
1.00
0.25 1.12
1.08
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Table II
Terminal Properties of Blends at 192°C
T.T
1
,
poise
/ 10"^
,
2 .
cm /
Measured Calculated from Measured Calculated
eq. 5 H^(T)
eq. 6 Hg(T)
0.000 1.00 1.08 1.1 1.08
0.023 1.15 1.16 1.26 4.5 4.2 5.15
0.049 1.51 1.48 1.59 9.0 7.3 9.65
0.089 1.97 1.96 1.97 11. 10.4 9.00
0.209 5.43 5.21 5.53 10.5 11. 9.85
0.399 16.0 16.9 17.0 6.7 6.6 6.95
1.000 125. 140. 1.4 1.88
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Table III
Experimental and Calculated V^^
^2 Measured from
eq. 5
0.023 0.95
0.049 0.90
0.089 0.85
0-209 0.80
0-399 0.60
0.94
0.92
0.83
0.83
0.67
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 The relaxation spectra of blends of 97,200 MW and 411,000 MW
polystyrene at 192°C. The numbers indicate the weight
fractions of the 411,000 MW sample.
Figure 2 Relaxation spectrum of the = 0.049 blend.
Figure 3 Addition of box shaped relaxation spectra.
Figure 4 The dependence of the effective weighting factors V.
. on the
weight fractions w. of the high (1 = 2) and low (1 = 1)
MW components of the 411,000/97,200 blend series. = w ^
1
i '
- • - =
.
Figure 5 The dependence of the shift factors X^^ and X^^ on the
weight and Z average molecular weights of the blends.
Figure 6 Calculation of the magnitude of the cross relaxation spectrum.
Figure 7 The simple blending law construction of the relaxation spectrum
of the
= 0.209 blend from the sum (...) of the relaxation
spectra ( ) of the components.
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5
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CHAPTER IV
Rheological Properties Of Poly (2,6 Dimethyl pheneylene Oxide) -
Polystyrene Blends
W. M. Prest, Jr. and Roger S. Porter
Polymer Science and Engineering
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
ABSTRACT
The viscoelastic (VE) response of freeze dried blends of poly-
styrene (PS) and poly (2 , 6-dimethyl pheneylene oxide) (ppo)
,
has
been studied as a function of composition, frequency, and temperature
to examine the degree of rheological compatability
. When blended
together, the relaxation processes of both molecular species exhibit
the same temperature dependence. However, the temperature dependence
of the VE response is a function of composition. It is shown that
this behavior can be predicted from the measured glass transition
temperatures by assuming the additivity of the free volumes of the
components.
The properties of the blends are compared at equal free volumes.
The effective segmental friction factor is found to be independent
of composition while the modulus of the rubbery plateau increases
with PPO concentration. This result is interpreted as a change in
the entanglement molecular weight, M^, of the blends. When the changes
in M are considered the relationship between the zero shear
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viscosity. and the 3.4 power of the weight average
.olecular
weight, co^nonly found for high molecular weight ho.opoly.ers, predicts
the compositional dependence of for the PPO-PS blends. It Is
concluded that the PPO-PS system forms a rheologlcally compatible blend.
INTRODUCTION
The viscoelastic (VE) properties of polymer melts are controlled
by the monomeric friction coefficient C^, the molecular weight (MW)
,
and the molecular weight distribution (MWD) of the system. At high
MW's, intermolecular interactions, characterized by an entanglement
MW, M^, become important. The is a measure of the local resistance
that restricts the motion of a segment of a polymer chain. The magnitude
of the modulus for the rubbery plateau is controlled by M^. The
properties and are constant for a given polymer type. However,
if two different polymeric species can be found which mix together
on a segmental scale, it should be possible to vary and the effective
of the melt. Thermodynamically
,
segmental miscibility can only be
achieved if the free energy of mixing AF
, is negative.
m
AF = AH - TAS /^^m m m v-L/
There is a negligible change in the entropy of mixing, AS
,
for blends
m
of high MW polymers. Therefore, for segmental miscibility to occur,
the heat of mixing, AH^, must be very small and thus the segment-segment
interactions must be nearly the same. These conditions are rarely, if
ever achieved. However the thermodynamic requirements for compatibility
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may be met over some scale larepr th^^ ^-ux ge an the extent of the individual
segments.
The experimental determination of compatibility depends upon
the effective size of the volume that is perturbed by the measurement
technique. For a given experiment, a blend can be considered to be
a compatible mixture if the properties of the blend do not show the
individual transitions of the components (1,2). High frequency and
or low temperature experiments examine the degrees of freedom for
motion in the molecular backbone and in the side chains of polymer
systems. These would be expected to provide information on the
segmental miscibility of polymer-polymer blends. On the other hand,
long time melt rheology experiments, which measure the relaxation
processes of the entire molecule, should test molecular compatibility.
Several polymer systems have been reported to be compatible (1-3).
However, most of these blends exhibit compatibility over only a portion
of the composition scale. This implies that the polymer-polymer inter-
actions are not similar enough to keep AF^ < 0 at all concentrations
and therefore the degree of mixing is limited. Recently it has been
reported that poly (2,6 dimethyl phenylene oxide) (PPO) is compatible
with polystyrene (PS) over the entire compositional range (3). Mixtures
of PPO and PS produce clear, single phase solutions in a variety of
solvents. High shear rate co-extrusion at 290°C (3) or compression
molding above 290°C (4,5) of mechanically mixed components produce a
uniform and optically clear system whose physical properties are
intermediate to thoses of the components. Most significantly, dif-
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ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) has shown that the blends have
a single glass transition temperature T^, intermediate between those
of PPO and PS with no evidence of the caloritimetric transition of
either pure component (3,4). However, further investigations of the
PPO-PS system have shown that the DSC is different from that found
by dynamic-mechanical measurements (A) which in turn is different
from that determined by dielectric measurements (5). These results
can be interpreted in terms of the degree of compatibility in the
effective volume size averaged over by each of the measurements.
The dependence of the observed T^'s on the measurement technique imply
that the PPO-PS system is not compatible on the segmental level.
However the existance of a single, although broad T implies that the
degree of mixing extends to very small volumes.
In view of the above, rheological measurements on the melt pro-
perties of the PPO-PS blends may be expected to reflect changes in the
effective of the entanglement network and possibly in ? . This work
o
examines the degree of rheological compatibility of the PPO-PS blends
in light of previous studies on the effects of MWD on the VE properties
of entangled polymer melts (6,7).
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
:
High MW PPO was obtained through the courtesy of R. A. Kluge of
the General Electric Company, Selkirk, N.Y. The weight to number
average MW, was found to be 2.1 by Gel Permeation Chromotography
.
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This information coupled with intrinsic viscosity measurements in
chloroform at 25»C indicates that the sample has a weight average
MW of 69,000 (8).
Anionically polymerized, atactic PS was chosen for the blending
experiments to minimize the effects of MWD on the VE response. The
PS sample used in this study, Ha manufactured by the Pressure Chem-
ical Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa., had a M of 97,200 and an M /M = 1 04
^ w n
Sample Preparation
Polystyrene is unstable at the elevated temperatures (> 290°C)
previously used to prepare "compatible" PPO-PS blends (3,4). Any
thermal and/or shear degradation which might occur when the samples
are mixed in this manner would change the MWD of the components and thus
the rheological properties of the blends. Freeze drying techniques
were used to prevent this type of degradation from occuring in the
samples studied in this work. The blends were prepared by dissolving
weighted amounts of the components in benzene at 40°C. The solutions,
containing 1-2 weight percent polymer, were allowed to stand overnight.
The solutions were frozen in a dry ice isoproponal bath and the solvent
was removed under lO"^ mm-Hg. The samples were kept under vacuum at
85°C for 24 hours to remove any residual solvent. The resulting powder
was compressed at room temperature and then molded into sample disks
for two minutes under 10,000 PSI at a temperature approximately 75°C
above the T^ of the blend. The disks were optically clear and
homogeneous.
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s were
Measurements
The VE properties of the low PPO concentration blend
deterxuined with the Model R-17 Weissenberg Rheogonio.eter equipped
With the modified Birnboin phase meter used in previous studies (6).
The cone and plate geometry with a = 4°, d = 2.5 cm. was used for
both the steady state shear and the dynamic oscillatory measurements.
These measurements were limited to samples containing less than 50
weight percent PPO by the high viscosity of PPO and by the thermal
instability of each component. Measurements at higher concentrations,
which required higher temperatures because of the increased viscosity,
were considered to be unreliaKio t?^>- t-u j. .e ble. For these conditions decomposition
was indicated by bubble formation.
Additional rheological measurements were conducted with the Perkin
Elmer Thermomechanical analyzer TMS-1 used as a penetrometer. The
glass transitions of the samples were obtained with a Perkin Elmer
DSC-IB Differential Scanning Calorimeter. The penetration and DSC
measurements were conducted at a heating rate of 10°/minute. All
samples were initially heated at 10° /minute to 250°C to insure equal
thermal histories and to allow the relaxation of surface irregularities.
RESULTS
The viscoelastic response from 0.19 to 75.0 radians/sec of each
PPO-PS blend was measured for at least six different temperatures over
a range of 70°C. In general, two phase systems (such as filled
polymer melts) exhibit a non-linear VE response (9). In contrast the
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VE properties of the PPO-PS blends were Independent of the applied
strain over the measured range of strain amplitudes (5-9%). Therefore,
the blends exhibit the linear VE response that is characteristic of
compatible polymer solutions and melts.
The experimental responses of each blend could be superimposed
by shifting the time scale of each measurement by a factor a^. Figure
1 presents the master curves of the shear loss modulus G", as a
function of the reduced frequency (.a^ and the weight fraction of the
PPO component w^. All data is reduced to a reference temperature of
220°C. At low frequencies each samples response extends into the
region where G" is proportional to (oa^, i.e., the region of Newtonian
flow where the dynamic viscosity n' = G'Vo), is independent of frequency.
The steady state shear rate response of each sample was measured
on completion of the dynamic tests. The X symbols in Figure 1 represent
the dependence of the shear stress t^^ °^ the reduced shear rate
ya^. Over the experimentally accessible range x^^ ya^ is equal
to G" at a)a^. Therefore, the samples exhibit the same zero shear
viscosity and the same temperature dependence of the shift factors
when subject to either an oscillatory or a steady state shear
deformation.
1/2At high frequencies G" becomes proportional to 00 . This is the
response predicted for the transition region by the modified Rouse
theory (10). A plateau appears in G" at intermediate frequencies.
This reflects the intermolecular or entanglement interactions in the
blends.
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As the PPO concentration is Increased, the ti.e scale of the
relaxation processes and the height of the intermediate x plateau
increases. Thus the PPO component increases both the viscosity and
the apparent modulus of the PS. The solid line in Figure 1 shows the
extent of the Newtonian behavior. Increasing the PPO content of
the sample causes the initial deviation from Newtonian response to
occur at lower shear stresses. As G" and x^^ increase, the blends
response becomes slightly non-Newtonian. Pronounced non-Newtonian
flow occurs only at much higher shear stresses. This response is
typical of the behavior of systems with broad MWD's.
A broad response is also observed in the dependence of the
storage modulus G'. The master curves representing the dependence
of G' on a)a^ reduced to 220°C are given in Figure 2. At low o),
the G' of the narrow MWD PS component is proportional to o^^. However,
the addition of the PPO sample to this PS component decreases the
exponent from the expected value of 2 to 1.65, 1.5 and 1.25 for the
blends containing 4.9%, 19.2% and 40.3% PPO respectively. Thus,
even though the measurements extend into the Newtonian region of G",
the experimental data to not give a constant limiting value of the
steady state shear compliance, J° ~ lim G7(G'^ + G"^)
. This result
^ co^O
is also typical of the response of systems with broad MWDs. The X
symbol in Fig. 2 represent half the measured primary normal stress
difference, (P^^ - P^^)/2, plotted as a function of ya^. Within
experimental error, the shift factors for both the dynamic and the
steady state shear measurements are equal and [P - P 1 fva ) =
11 22 ' T
2G'(a)a^).
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A second set of rhecloglcal measurements were made with the
PerWn-Elmer thermomechanlcal analy.er to obtain Information about
the rubbery plateau of the blends. This Instrument measures the
penetration of a probe Into a sample as a function of applied stress,
temperature and heating rate. A load of 4700 dynes/cm^ was placed
on the sample and the position of the probe was monitored as a function
of temperature as the system was heated at a rate of 10»C/mlnute.
At low temperatures the sample expands as the temperature Increases.
Above the glass transition temperature the probe sinks Into the
sample at a rate determined by the VE properties and thermal expansion
of the melt.
The penetration measurements are roughly analogous to a creep
experiment in which the time scale of the relaxation processes is
contracted by constantly increasing the sample temperature. This
allows the measurement of the VE response in only a few minutes. A
quantitative analysis of this technique is being developed. However,
the results of the thermomechanlcal measurements do allow the qual-
itative comparison of the VE response of different systems. To
illustrate this technique consider the thermomechanlcal response
of the 97,200 (w^ = 0.00) and 411,000 MW PS samples shown in Figure 3.
The response indicates that the samples have the same T . Above T
8 g
the load rapidly sinks into the sample. This initial deformation
reflects the transition region of the VE response, corresponding to
rearrangements of short segments of the molecular chain backbone.
At higher temperatures, and longer times, the relaxation processes
involve relaxations of larger molecular segments. For sufficiently
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long
.olecules, inter^olecular interactions hinder the relaxation
processes and decrease the observed penetration rate of the probe.
The shape of this region is detennined by the su. of the thermal
expansion of the melt and the VE response of the rubbery plateau.
The height of the plateau is related to the modulus of the entangle-
ment network formed in the melt. By analogy with the classical theory
of rubber elasticity (11), this modulus is inversely proportional to
the MW between entanglements M^. The width of the plateau is a
function of the number of intermolecular interactions and thus the
MW of the sample. The higher the MW; the greater the number of
entanglements per molecule; the wider the rubbery plateau. The
sample flows at the combination of times and temperatures where
relaxation processes involving the entire length of the molecules
can take place. The location of this terminal region, where the
penetration rate increases, is a function of the melt viscosity.
The response of the PS samples in Figure 3 illustrate the MW dependence
of the width of the rubbery plateau.
The thermomechanical response of the PPO-PS blends are also shown
in Figure 3. The PPO sample (W2 = 1.00) has a pronounced rubbery
plateau which is significantly higher and wider than the rubbery plateau
of the PS component. This demonstrates that PPO is a highly
entangled polymer melt at a MW of 69,000. A quantitative comparison
of the heights of the plateaus can not be made at this time but
Figure 3 does show that the modulus of the rubbery plateau of PPO
is significantly greater than that of PS. Thus the entanglement MW
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of PPO is less than the M of PS.
The the^o^echanlcal response of the PPO-PS blends exhibits a single
and a single step rubbery plateau that falls between the response
of the individual components. There Is no evidence of the residual
properties of either component. As the PPO concentration Increases
the height of the rubbery plateau Increases. This Is In agreement
with the change In the magnitude of the G" plateau, see Figure 1.
These changes Indicate that the effective MW between entanglements
decreases with Increasing PPO concentration. The question of whether
this is the result of the moduli of two separate phases or the
properties of an entanglement network composed of both species will
be discussed below.
An independent determination of can be made with a Differential
Scanning Calorimeter (DSC). These measurements show the single thermal
transition that has been previously cited as evidence for the comp-
atibility of the two components (3,4). The general agreement between
the compositional dependence of the thermomechanical and DSC determined
Tg is shown in Figure 4. The thermomechanical T were defined as the
temperature of the initial deviation of the penetration response from
the low temperature thermal expansion behavior. The DSC T was defined
g
as the temperature at the midpoint of the transition in the heat capacity
of the sample. As has been previously reported the T of the blends fall
below the linear weight fraction addition of the T 's of the components,
denoted by the dashed line in Figure 4 (4).
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DISCUSSION
The ability to supertapos. data taken over a wide range o£
temperature. Indicates that when Mended, the relaxation mechanisms
of the PPO and PS components have the same temperature dependence
For each of the hlends, the shift factors determined In the construction
of the G- curves are the same as those required for the superposition
of the G" response. Therefore relaxation processes associated with
the loss mechanisms measured by G" and t^^ have the same temperature
dependence as those associated with the energy storage mechanisms
determined by G' and P - p t -, ,
11 ^22- general this would not be true if
two separate phases were present in the melt unless each phase had
the same temperature dependence or unless one phase completely
dominated the response over the experimental time scale. These
possibilities would require that the relaxation processes of the
blends have the same temperature dependence as the response of the
dominate component and thus that there exist no more than two temp-
erature dependencies for the blend series. However, it is shown in
Figure 5 that the experimental dependence of the shift factors is a
function of the composition of the blend. Therefore the PPO-PS blends
act like a one phase system for rheological measurements above Tg*
The dramatic compositional change in the temperature dependence
of the shift factors shown in Figure 5, can be explained in terms of
the free volume concept by combining the WLF equation (12) with Kelley
and Bueche's model (13) for the change in the glass transition temperature
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of the blend. T^^. The free volume that exists In a blend f
at a temperature T is
where f^^ is the free volu.e at T^^ and is the thermal expansion
coefficient of that free voW. If it is assumed that the free
volume of a binary blend is equal to the volume fraction sum of the
free volumes of the components (13) then
= ^fgl + ^2'g2 Vl^T - Tgi) + v^a^d - T^^) (2)
It has been predicted (14) and observed (15) that the free
volume at is approximately a constant for many polymer systems.
If it is assumed that this is also true for the PPO-PS blends, that
is that fgg is independent of composition, then from equations 1 and 2
T^, = "l^l^.l ^ -2-2^g2
^l"l ^2°'2
The compositional dependence of the expansion coefficient of the
blend can be obtained by combining eqs. 1-3.
°'b = ^l°'l + ^2°'2 (4)
While the free volume expansion coefficient of PS has often been reported
in the literature (15) this coefficient is not available for PPO. How-
ever, this quantity may be calculated, within the experimental limitations
of the model, from the measured T of the PPO-PS blends. The ratio of
the expansion coefficients is given by the Inversion of equation 3,
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v,(T - T
2 g2 gB^
The calculated values of this ratio defined by the DSC measured T
are listed in Table 1. Importantly, this ratio is approximately
constant over the compositional range, and thus is consistent with
the concept of the additivity of free volumes.
It has been widely shown (15,16) that the WLF equation for the
temperature dependence of the viscoelastic response can be obtained
from the Doolittle equation (17) which describes the relationship
between the viscosity of a system and the temperature dependence of
free volume. In terms of the free volume parameters the shift
factors relative to a reference temperature T are
o
log (a,p =
-c ° (T - T )/(c ° + T - T )
where c^° = B/2.303 f^, c^^ = fja and B is a constant of order one.
Plazek (18) has reported that the free volume expansion coef-
ficient of high MW PS, determined by eq. 5, is 6.9 x 10"V°C. The
new results presented in Table I then indicate that a^^^/B = 4.8 x 10
This result is in general agreement with the value of 4.5 x lO"^
which was obtained for the related polymer, poly (1-methyl 6-phenyl
phenylene oxide), whose temperature dependence was reported by
Eisenberg to be "exceedingly similar" to the response of PPO (19).
Thus the compositional dependence of T for the PPO-PS blends can
be explained by the additivity of free volume where the expansion
coefficient of PPO is approximately 0.69 ap^. The solid line in
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Figure 4 represents the results of this prediction.
The above results (equations 4-6) can he used to predict the
temperature dependence of the shift factors as a function of composition
The results of these calculations are given hy the lines In Figure 5
B^tremel, good agreement Is found between the predicted and experimental
values of log (a ) except for the w, = 0.049 blend Th,-= , ,i 2 "^'^^^ Dx a. is anomaly also
appears In the experimentally determined WLF parameters. These par-
ameters can be determined from the least squares slope and Intercept
of the data plotted as (T - T^)/iog (a^) ,3 T - (12). Pig,,e 6
presents this data for the reference temperature of 220°C. The
parameters obtained In this manner are very sensitive to experimental
errors. The ULF parameters for the blends were obtained by repeating
the least squares calculations using each experimental temperature In
turn as the reference temperature, and then reducing the parameters
to T by
g
=1' =
^i°=2°/(=2° - (^o
-
and
R oc/ = c - (T - T )
g
(7)
The mean values of a/B = 1/2.303 c^^c/, f /B = 1/2.303 c § and
T<» = - are compared in Table II with the predictions of the
assumption of the additivity of free volume based on Plazek's PS data
and the DSC determined T^'s. Note that the assumption of equal free
volumes at is upheld by these calculations. Again, with the exception
of the w^ = 0.049 blend, the agreement is within the experimental
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unce„ai„ues of
.he The o.i«.„ of
.His one exception
" ™^ the^o^echanical I^'s an. the calculated
values of a^^^/a^^ are consistent with the known weight fraction of PPO
However, the rheological shift factors act as i, the sample had a I
5»C higher than observed and thus a w^ = 0.10. This .ay indicate
'
imperfect fixing at low concentrations but. in view of previous worU
(A.5). is it unlikely that the large scale volume averaged over by the
rheological measurements would yield a higher value of than the
calorimetric technique.
COMPOSITIONAL DEPENDENCE
To determine the compositional dependence of the viscoelastic
properties it is necessary to compare the response of the blends when
the volumes available for the relaxation processes are equal. The
free volume of the PS component at 220°C is 0.115. The temperatures
corresponding to this free volume are 226, 244 and 276°C for the
W2
= 0.049, 0.192 and 0.403 blends respectively. The WLF equation
was used to determine the shift factors for the appropriate blend
at each of these temperatures.
When the loss moduli of the PPO-PS blends are compared at equal
free volumes, the transition region for the blends response (G" a (d^^^)
is, within experimental error, independent of composition. The
segmental friction coefficient can be calculated from the predictions
of the Modified Rouse theory (10). In the transition region,
G" = a Ny4M^(^kT/3)l/2 ^1/2
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"here
p
is .he density. is the «„o„er MW and a is the char-
acteristic length of the
.olecule. The quantity a\ /„ 2 i^ ,o o ^
-asure of the effective friction coefficient of the hlend (20)
The direct calculation of „ould require an arhitrary definition
Of and a. Tahle !„ lists log(a\^/„/) f„r the PPO-PS hlends
at ecual temperatures (T = 220"C) and at e,ual free volumes (f = o 115)
The latter values are approximately e,ual demonstrating that reducing
the VE response of the blends to an iso-free volume state is approx-
imately equivalent to comparing the properties at a constant effective
friction factor.
Data representing the dependence of the storage modulus of the
blends at f = 0.115 are shown in Figure 7 ThP .n^iA i-rx /. i e sol d lines were defined
by the data given in Figure 2. Note that the G' curves are parallel
at high frequencies. Thus in addition to broadening the low frequency
VE response, the PPG component increases the modulus of the blends
even in the iso-free volume state. If this iso-free volume response
is also the behavior at constant friction factor, as suggested above,
then the differences in the heights of G' reflect the change in the
elastic properties of the entanglement network and thus the effective
entanglement MW of the melt. The quantity G'Cwp/G'Cw^ = 0) and the
ratio of the heights of the loss modulus plateau G" (W2) /G" (w^ = 0) are
plotted as a function of composition in Figure 8. The ratio of the
moduli are approximately equal to (1 + 3.2 w^'). For a high MW, narrow
MWD polymer melt, the storage modulus in the entanglement plateau is
proportional to p RT/M^ (11). m addition the maximum in the loss
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-dulus
.3 .elatea .o the
.eCp.ieal of (a). XHen. ne.lecUns
the possible effects f„ the plateau
.egion of the MWB of the hlends,
Figure 8 states that M („ = o)/M („,) = (1 + 3 2 „ if^ s 2' '^ ^ ^-^ ^2'' 'his relatlo
holds for large w^, M^(PPO) = M^(PS)/4.2 : 4300.
The relaxation spectra H(.) of the blends were calculated using
Tschoegl-s second order approximation (15). The H(.) calculated fro„
the 0- data were essentially equivalent to the spectra determined by
0". The results of these calculations, reduced to the Iso-free
volume state of f = 0 1 1 t.0.115, are shown in Figure 9. As expected from
the low frequency response shown in Figures 1, 2, and 7, the MWD
of the PPG component introduces a broad distribution of long time
relaxation processes. This contribution increases with the PPG
concentration and dominates the response of the w^ = 0.403 blend.
At low PPG concentrations, the intensity of the PS contribution
to H(T) appears to increase with w^. This is opposite to the effects
noted in earlier studies of the MWD dependence of H(t) for PS-PS
blends (7). In that case the decrease in H(t) was attributed to the
reduction in the amount of the low MW material and thus in the number
of relaxation processes contributed by that component. The observed
increase in the spectra in Figure 9 may be caused by the PPG relaxation
mechanisms. However it is unlikely that the broad MWD PPG concentration
would contribute evenly enough to the intermediate time response for
H(t) to retain the shape of the initial fall off in the PS response
observed for the W2 = 0.049 and 0.192 blends. In addition the magnitude
of the PPG contribution to the long time response is not great enough
to be responsible for the observed increase in the modulus of these
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low concentration blends. Assuming co.patablllty of the components
on an entanglement scale, the Increase In the spectra
.ay he explained
by the effective decrease in and thus the increase in the average
number of entanglements per molecule. As decreases, the number
of entanglements per PS molecule increases and therefore the total
number of relaxation processes involving X entanglements increases
while the distribution of the relaxation processes remains the same.
At higher concentrations the number of relaxation processes due to
the PPO component becomes significant and the initial portion of
the terminal region of H^Ct) begins to reflect the MWD of PPO.
THE ZERO SHEAR VISCOSITY
Berry and Fox have shown (22) that at equal free volumes the
zero shear viscosity of homo-polymer melts is given by
N_ a
. .. Ma
•M
o c
a = 2.4 M > M
c
The critical MW, is closely related to M^, the MW between entangle-
ments. In Bueche's model (23) for the behavior of polymer melts,
^c ^'^e' ^^^^ generally confirmed empirically (24).
If PPO and PS are compatible on the molecular level, it should
be possible to describe the compositional dependence of the blend
viscosity by equation 9. It was shown above that, at equal free
volumes the effective segmental friction coefficient, a^r /M ^ is
^o o
'
approximately independent of composition. The viscosity of a blend,
in terms of the viscosity of the PS component is then
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''o'"2^ ° lo'PS)
P^"2^ M„("2^ \<-^S)
p(PS) 'M7p?y' 'mVtI
If the raUo Of the critical MU's is assumed to be e,ual to the ratio
of the entanglement MW's. equation 10 can be used with the relation
found in Figure 8 and the measured M^^s of the components to predict
the ISO-free volume viscosities o£ the blends. The results of this
analysis are compared with the experimental results in Figure 10.
There is extremely good agreement between the predicted and the
experimental iso-f ree volume zero shear viscosities in view of the
uncertainties Involved in the estimation of M^(wp. However, it
should be noted that the n„ predicted for w^ > 0.4 depend upon the
validity of the extrapolation of M^(wp in the high concentration
region. Note that the viscosity of the blends Increases with w^
even though the weight average MW of the blend is decreasing. This
unusual behavior occurs only because the effective M changes more
rapidly with than does M .
w
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Table I
Ratio of the thermal expansion coefficients of thPi-xcienc t e components
calculated from thi
PPO-PS blends
e compositional dependence of T for th,
^2 Tg(DSC), °c
0.00 101
0.049 105 0.69
0.192 118 0.71
0.403 139 0.70
0.500 148 0.66
0.604 161 0.68
0.833 192 0.67
1.00 219
a.
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Table II
Measured and predicted free volume parameters
a/B 4X 10
6
X 10^ T
"C
EXP. PREDICTION EXP. PREDICTION EXP. PREDICT
0.00 7.0 6.9 3.2 3.3 55 53
0.049 5.9 6.8 3.3 3.3 49 58.6
0.192 6.6 6.5 3.3 3.3 67 67.3
0.403 6.4 6.1 3.2 3.3 90 86.1
1.00 (4.5)* 4.8 (3.3)* 3.3 (144)* 151.6
Calculated from ref. 19.
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Table III
Effective friction factors of the PPO-Pq hi. ^Ln ri'u S blends at equal t
eratures and equal free volume log
^^2 T = 220°C
0.00
-25.11
0.049
.24.95
0-192
_24.60
0.403
_23.78
emp-
o
f = 0.115
-25.11
-25.08
-25.18
-25.24
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 Master curve of G"(a3a^) and x^^Cia,) reduced to 220°C
for the PPO-PS blends as a function of the weight
fraction of PPO. The solid lines represent the extent
of the Newtonian region.
Figure 2 Master curve of G' (.a^) and (P^^ - P^p/2 (,a^)
.educed
to 220°C for the PPO-PS blends as a function of the
weight fraction of PPO.
Figure 3 Thermomechanical response of the PPO-PS blends as a
function of the weight fraction of PPO. The dashed
line is the response of a PS sample with M = All GOQ.
w '
*
Figure 4 Compositional dependence of the glass transition temp-
eratures of the PPO-PS blends. Dashed line is the
weight fraction addition of the components T . Solid
g
line is the equation 3 with a^^^ = 4.8 x lO"'^.
Figure 5 Temperature dependence of the shift factors for the
PPO-PS blends. Lines are the predictions of the com-
bination of equations 2, 4, and 6.
Figure 6 The determination of the WLF parameters at T = 220° for
the PPO-PS blends.
Figure 7 Compositional dependence of G' (wa^) of the PPO-PS blends
reduced to the iso-free volume state, f = 0.115.
Figure 8 The ratio of G'(w2)/G'(w2 = 0) and G"(w2)/G"(w2 = 0) in
the rubbery plateau as a function of PPO concentration.
The line is given by (1+3.2 W2).
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^iS-re 9 Xhe Relaxation Spectra of the PPO-PS Men.s te.uee. to
the iso-free volume state, f = 0.115.
FiSure 10 X.e co.po.Ulonal aepen^enee o. tHe
..o s.ea.
.l.eoslt,
of the blends as a function of PPO concentration. Solid
line is the prediction of equation 10 with M (PS)/M („ )
«
c c 2
(1 + 3.2 w^).
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Figure 5
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Chapter V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURF. STUDY
^lilicalConcen t ra
t
ions
The steady state shear compliance J°, of blends of polymeric
systems exhibits a maxl.u. at low concentrations of the high MW
component. In addition, changes In the relationships between
other experimental quantities are observed In this concentration
region. For example, log-log plots of the shift factors A
versus the characteristic timp t - n t° j ,^ e, T - n^gJ^g, and the weighting
factors V.
.
(see Chapter III) versus can be described by two
lines which intersect in the neighborhood of the maximum of J°
eB
It is proposed that these critical concentrations can be related
to the molecular properties of the blend.
High MW blending experiments have shown that the initial
concentration dependence of J° (a w^"^) is independent of the MW
of the lower MW component (1,2). The same concentration dependence
is also observed when the low MW component is a solvent (3).
Therefore, in terms of J°, the low molecular weight component
acts like a solvent even when it is a high MW entangled melt.
This evidence implies that, over most of the concentration range,
the elastic properties of polymer blends are controlled by just
the elastic interactions between the molecules of the high MW
component. This suggests that the maximum in J° can be explained
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in terms of a critical concentration for strong interactions
between the high MW molecules. Two models for the critical
concentration are given below.
Consider the experimentally observed MW dependence of the
zero shear viscosity. A plot of log versus log M yields two
distinct linear regions with slopes approximately equal to 1 and
3.5. The MW at the intersection of these regions is defined as M^.
This represents the MW at which strong interactions between molecules
first become apparent. Studies of the m dependence of the viscosities
of concentrated solutions of polymers have shown that M = cM (4,5).
This implies that strong interactions occur between high MW molecules
above a critical concentration c* 5 m^/M. Then, in perfectly mixed
polymer-polymer blends, the molecules of the high MW component will
interact strongly with each other for w > w * E m /M If as2—2 c * '
suggested above, the elastic properties of the blend are controlled
by just the interactions between the high MW components, then w^*
should be related to the maximum in J°.
e
A different proposal for the critical concentration has been
given by Cornet (6). He defines this quantity as the concentration
at which the segmental density of a polymer molecule becomes a
constant. Calculations based on the packing of molecules with
gaussian segmental distributions indicates that this condition is
achieved when c M is a constant, approximately equal to 2700 (cgs)
for PS in toluene. Daum and Wales (7) have shown that this relation-
ship can be used to predict the concentration dependence of the
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maximum In the reduced compliance, J° „/cRT, which Is observed In
concentrated solutions of narrow MWD PS.
More experimental data is required to test either of the above
predictions for the maximum of J° In polymer-polymer blends.
Unpublished results from this laboratory and data from the literature
are presented in Figure 1 in hopes of stimulating further studies
in this area.
Modified SprigRs - Rouse-Zimm Model
Several constitutive equations have been developed to describe
the material functions of polymeric systems (8-12). Generally these
can be used to represent experimental data over only limited ranges
of shear rate and frequency. The Spriggs four-constant visco-
elastic model (12) can describe the rheological response of polymer
melts in both the low and high deformation rate regions (13).
However, serious deviations from the experimental response are
found at intermediate shear rates and frequencies.
The Spriggs' model uses the results of the Rouse (14) and Zimm
(15) molecular theories to reduce the number of constants in the con-
stitutive equations. The VE properties predicted by the Rouse-
Zimm and the Spriggs' models is equivalent to the response of a sum
of a set of Maxwell elements with modulus G and relaxation times
Spriggs assumes that the relaxation time of the system can be
given by = Xj^/p^, where a is an adjustable constant equal to 2
in the Rouse-Zimm model and p is a positive integer. The model
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predicts that the high frequency slope, S, of a log-log plot
of the viscosity, n, versus oj, is (1 - 1/a). When a is approx-
imately equal to 2, the predicted viscosities are smoothly
varying functions of oj. However, when a is greater than 2.5,
the predicted viscosities show small bumps in the intermediate
w region. These occur because the experimentally determined
slopes effectively change the distribution of the relaxation times
by changing the constant, a. As a increases, the spacing between
the relaxation times increases. The sum over the relaxation times,
required in the calculation of n, then begins to show the responses
of each Maxwell element. As the spacing, a, increases, more elements
become distinguishable and the resulting response appears to
oscillate before the end slope is achieved.
This author believes that varying the parameter a is an unrea-
sonable modification of the Rouse-Zimm theory becomes such a pro-
cedure, in effect, arbitrarily changes the characteristic values of
the derived eigenvalue equations. It is suggested that, instead
of changing the characteristic times (which have a theoretical basis),
one considers changes in the modulus of each element. This suggestion
is based on the following observations:
1. The Rouse-Zimm model, (a=2)
,
adequately predicts the response
of low molecular weight systems with narrow molecular weight
distributions
.
2. Changes in the VE response are found in high W systems.
These changes are believed to be caused by intermolecular
interactions - sometimes referred to as entanglements.
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3. The elastic response of high MW systems are found to be
similar to the elastic properties of a cross-linked
network.
The changes in the response of high MW materials may then be
associated with changes in the elastic properties of the system.
It is suggested that the modulus of each Maxwell element be considered
to be a function of the relaxation time index, p. As an example,
consider the case in which = G^p^ For this model it can be
shown that the limiting slope S is equal to (1 -
a
Values of a and b are given below as a function of S.
S a(b=0) b(a=2)
-0-^ 1.67 +0.2
-0-5 2.0 0.0
-0.6 2.5
-0.2
-0-7 3.33
-0.4
-0-8 5.0
-0.6
-0.9 10.0
-0.8
Preliminary calculations of the VE response of this model, as a
function of b with a=2, indicates that the intermediate time region
is a smooth, non-oscillating function of to. Therefore this approach
yields a realistic prediction for the response of polymeric systems
while retaining the formalism of the Rouse-Zimm theory.
These results demonstrate the practicality of the assumption
of a variable modulus. Further studies should develop models for the
MW and MWD dependence of the moduli associated with the longest
relaxation times of entangled polymers.
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Blends of High and Low MW Systems
Chapter III discussed the blending laws associated with the VE
response of high MW polymer
.elts. By dealing solely with high MW
components these studies eliminated effects that might be caused by
changes in the free volume of the system. However, most commercial
polymer systems contain significant quantities of low MW material,
(i.e. M < M^). These low MW components increase the available free
volume in the melts and therefore change the time and temperature
dependence of the relaxation processes. In addition, each low m
species has a much smaller compliance than the high MW components
(1,16). The effects of blends of components with different
compliances is not yet understood. It is suggested that the blending
laws associated with the intermediate MW region, defined as blends
of high and low MW materials, be investigated by the techniques
described in Chapter II and III.
These blending experiments may be based on the existing narrow
MWD polystyrene samples produced by the Pressure Chemical Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa. The MW's of some of the available samples are:
M < M M > M
c
10,300 97,200
20,400 200,000
411,000
670,000
The viscosities of these blends will be low enough to allow the
complete characterization of each VE response without the problems
associated with the thermal stability of high MW blends.
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The analysis of the response of these blends must account
for the change In the free volume of the systems. The resulting
blending laws should require H(t) . .'^'^ i„ ^he Iso-free volume
transition region (see Chapters III and IV.) From this starting
point it should be possible to Incorporate free volume effects
in the blending laws.
It is known that changes in free volume affect the viscosity
of polymer systems through the segmental friction coefficient.
The proposed study should be able to resolve the following related
questions
:
1. The free volume dependence of the modulus, if any.
2. The relative importance of the viscous and/or the elastic
properties of each component in determining the MWD depend-
ence of the shift factors. A
.
ii
3. The concentration and MW dependence of the weighting factors,
^i-
Once the blending effects of low MW components are understood,
these systems can be used as solvents to lower the viscosity of high
MW blends. This will allow the experimental investigation of blending
effects in very high MW materials.
Properties of Disperse Systems of Compatible Components
Chapter IV has shown that careful blending of PPO and PS will
produce a single phase material. This compatibility is achieved
only under special mixing conditions. It should therefore be possible
to produce samples with compatible and incompatible regions and to
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vary the relative size of these regions by making s.all changes
in the .ixing procedures. Previous rheologlcal hlendlng techniques
required temperatures of at least 290°C to produce compatible PPO-PS
systems (17,18). Therefore It may be expected that partially disperse
blends will remain stable for rheologlcal experiments conducted at
much lower temperatures (~?nn°r\F L zuu C). Measurements on a series of these
samples could be used to pcjfaKi -i oV, o i . .a est blish a rheologlcal criteria for compat-
ibility.
A parallel study could be performed on homopolymer blends. For
example, blends of two different MW polystyrenes could be made by the
crude mechanical mixing of performed pellets of each sample. The
initial MW domain size could be controlled through the size of the
blended pellets. The rheologlcal properties of these systems would
be expected to be a function of time and to approach the properties
of a well mixed system. The time required for these changes would
reflect the diffusion constants of each species and the mixing assoc-
iated with the applied deformations.
Still another set of "compatible dispersions" could be made
from polystyrene and crystalline PPO. The latter may be obtained
by precipitating PPO from solution. The melting point of crystalline
PPO is 262°C (19). By using low MW PS, it may be possible to mold
samples at low enough temperatures to retain the crystallivity of
the PPO component. The resulting system would contain hard crystalline
regions loosely coupled to the amorphous PS component. The properties
of these systems may be expected to be similar to the properties of
incompatible copolymers such as styrene-butadiene-styrene.
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Thermomechanlcal Analysis
The most intriglng result of the thermomechanlcal penetration
data presented in Figure 3 of Chapter IV is the ability of this
type of experiment to detect the entanglement plateau of high MW
systems. It would be extremely useful if this technique could be
refined to measure the actual shape of the long time response of poly-
mer melts. Initial experiments in this area should be performed on
binary blends of high MW systems such as those studied in Chapters II
and III. These blends exhibit a two step rubbery plateau which, in
principle, can be resolved by the thermomechanlcal measurements. A
useful starting point would be the 0.209/411/97.2 blend.
The sensitivity of the thermomechanlcal experiments to subtle
changes in the VE response is expected to be increased as the applied
loads and heating rates are reduced. The long time stability problems
associated with low heating rates may be reduced by changing the
temperature program during the run. For example a measurement may
be conducted at a given heating rate until the rubbery plateau
response is reached. Then the temperature may be held constant or
a slower heating rate used to obtain the shape of the terminal response
It should be possible to obtain the creep compliance J(t) of a
system from thermomechanlcal measurements. This requires the reduction
of data obtained at a given heating rate to the equivalent time
dependent response at a given temperature. Relationships between the
temperature and time scales can be obtained from the WLF equation (20).
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In addition, displacements caused by the thermal expansion of the
melt must be subtracted from the measured thermomechanical response
This correction may be measured with an expansion probe or by
successive penetration measurements at different heating rates.
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figure 1 The steady state shear compliance, J°, of blends of
narrow molecular weight distribution polystyrenes as
a function of the weight fraction of the high molecular
weight component. The MW's of the components in thousand
are indicated by the numbers. The 670/97.2 and the 411/
97.2 blends were studied in this laboratory. Other blend
were examined by Mills (21) 500/86.8 and Akovali (22)
267/125.
s
s
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APPENDIX A
Cedents on Approximation, for the Relaxation Spectra o£ Polymer Melts
In general a property of a material, g(u,). Is related to the
relaxation spectrum H(t) of the system by the integral transform
00
f
K(a),T) H(t) d In t
(1)
»00
where the kernal, K(a>,T), Is the appropriate Intensity function of g(c„).
If the kernal contributes to the Integral over only a portion of the
integration and If H(t) Is approximately constant In this Interval, then
CO
H(t) ~~ g(u3)/ K(a),T) d In T
—00
(2)
If the kernal is a delta function, the relaxation spectrum is exactly
equal to the material property. When the kernal of the material sign-
ificantly contributes to the integral over a range of x, the validity
of equation 2 is a function of the shape of H(t). The kernals associated
with the loss modulus, G", and the storage modulus, G', are (a)T)2/(l + (cox)
2and a)x/(l + (wx) ) respectively. Obviously these contribute to the
integral over a wide range of x. Therefore equation 2 is expected to
be a poor approximation for the relaxation spectrum of the system, when
g(w) = G' or G".
Several techniques have been developed to improve the approximation
of H(x). (1-7). The results of several of these approaches have been
given by Ferry (8). One approach (3-7) takes various linear combinations
of G' (or G") and its derivatives as the function g(co). A judicious
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choice of ,M Will™ Interval ove. which K(„..)
.Igmacantly
contributes to the Integral. This
.akes equation 2 less sensitive to
the X dependence of H(x). Approximations based on this technique are
given below in terms of the derivatives of the viscoelastlc functions
dlnco il^ ' T , F =— , etc.
The Second Order Tschoegl Approximation (3)
H(T) = F- + |1 : =
^_
^
Schwarzl and Staverman (SS) (4)
Hd/o)) = F' - D'T'
HCl/oo) = 2 (G" - D"S")
where = 1 and D" = 1.
4
Other approximations for H(t) are very similar to equations 3-6.
For example, Okano (7) and Fujita's (6) approximation for H(t) from
G
,
is equal to equation 3 multiplied by e". and evaluated at x = l/w.
2
Similarly Fujita's (6) approximation for H(t) from G" is e^ times
8
equation 6, again evaluated at t = l/o).
Ninomiya and Ferry (5) have presented an approximation technique
based on the numerical values of the VE function at equally spaced
(3)
where the + (-) signs are used when the slope of H(t) is positive
(negative)
.
(5)
(6)
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values of log For points separated by log a,
H(l/.) = li^lS^lM^JoLi^,^^
2 In (a)
(7)
and
- 2 G" - IG-Uo,) - 2G"(a.) + G"(a>/a)l (8)
The quantities in the brackets are the numerical approximations
of the derivatives of G obtained from the differential difference equation
(10) (see below). In terms of F, S, and T these become:
Hd/o)) = F' - , a Ina 2 t'
H(l/oo) = 2 (G" - a Ina 2 s")
TT ^a-1^ (10)
Therefore, the NF approximations are equal to equations 3 and 4 with
D' = a ln(a) 2 = a, ln(a) ,2
.
A different approach to the inversion of equation 1 makes use of
the observation that H(t) is a slowly varying function of x for most
polymer systems. Williams and Ferry (WF) (1,2) assume that H(t) = Kt"'"
over some range of x. Normalization factors calculated from equation 1
in terms of the negative slope of H(x), m, are then applied to the first
approximations of H(x).
H(l/a)) = A F' ; A = sin(m 7t/2) for m < 1 (11)
m Tr/2
Hd/o)) = A'[2G' - F'] ; A' = sin(m ti/2) for 1 < m < 2 (12)
7t(1 - m/2)
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H(l/to) = B G'Tl - F"l • r, _ . / I ,L-L J
,
B = sin(u(l + |in| ))
2
^13)
W"2 (1 - |mj )
More involved techniques using iteration procedures to approximate
H(T) have been discussed in a recent paper by Shroff (9).
The usefulness of any of the approximations for H(x) depends on
the accuracy of the calculated derivative. This in turn is a function
of the experimental uncertainties in the data. Consider the numerical
differentiation of the experimental VE functions. The j*^^ derivative
can be given by the linear combination of equally spaced data points,
(j)
f(x) = I C^f(x+ih)
(^^^
i=-oo
where h is the interval between points (10). For any desired approx-
imation, the unknown coefficients, C., can be evaluated by expanding
each data point in terms of a Taylor series about x.
00 00
= I c I f^"\x) (ih)"
1=-" ^ n=o n! ^ ^
For example, consider the first derivative determined by three data
points centered about x. The only non-zero terms in this approximation
are: c_^, Cq, and C^^. Equating the coefficients in equation 14 and
neglecting higher order derivatives yields
^3 = (f+h f-h^/2h - (h2/6 f^II) (16)
where f(x+ih) H f^^ and the error in the approximation is proportional
to the third derivative of f(x), f^"^^. Note that, in the limit as h -> 0,
equation 16 is the definition of the first derivative of f . The three
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and five point central difference derivatives are given bel
Three point derl vp^-f iroo
ow
^ = f., - f . -
.h2 ,111
6
3 = '3 ^.1 - - [ f
J ^^^^
2h
p 42 ^
Five point derivatives
l2h '30
J
J2h2 ^90 J (20)
^5 ^
'V' - ^2 - 2^1 - 2f_, - f_^ - hil! (21)
2P ^ ^
The error functions state that the numerical approximations for the
derivatives may be improved by increasing the number of data points and
decreasing the separation between these points. However this is only
true for perfect data. In practice, uncertainties in the experimental
measurements over ride the theoretically improvements in the approximations.
For example, assume that the point f^ is in error by an amount d. The
resulting errors in the calculated second derivatives of the three point
and five point approximations are -2d/h^ and
-5d/2h^ respectively. In
2 2contrast the positive errors 1/h and 4/3h are associated with the
derivatives of the neighboring points f^^j^^- Thus one poor experimental
measurement produces oscillations in the calculated derivatives. This
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general property of numerical differentiation is responsible for the
fluctuations that usually appear in calculated relaxation spectra.
The effects of experimental errors may be reduced by increasing
the separation between the data points. However, this technique makes
the approximation less sensitive to actual, rapid changes in the exper-
imental functions. The choice of a particular approximation is then
controlled by the accuracy of the data and the shape of the experimental
function. The relative practical importance of these considerations can
be evaluated by calculating the numerical derivatives of experimental
VE functions. In general the VE properties of polymer systems are slowly
varying functions of frequency. However, relatively rapid changes in the
VE response are observed for binary blends of components with narrow
MWDs (10). These systems provide a critical test of the accuracy of the
numerical derivatives as the function of the data interval, h. The VE
properties of blends of this type were measured at several different
temperatures. The data was superimposed to form a master curve representing
the response of the system over five to seven decades of frequency. A
smooth line was drawn through the master curve. Values of G' and G"
were measured at intervals of log o) = 0.1 from this smooth line. It is
estimated that these measured quantities differed from the smooth curve
by no more then + 1.5%. This procedure simulates the best data that may
be experimentally obtained.
Certain generalizations can be made about the usefulness of the
numerical derivative approximations, (equations 17-21) from this exper-
imental data. The first derivative approximations, and yield
essentially equal results for calculations over a given interval, h.
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Generally the first derivatives are smooth functions, even tor
h
= 0.1. However, small oscillations are evident when the first
derivative is approximately a constant. These become important in
the approximations for H(t).
At a given h, the second and third derivative approximations are
much more sensitive to experimental data than the first derivatives.
Oscillations on the order of ± 20% occur in S3 for h = 0.1. S3 magnifies
these oscillations, particularly in the regions where the slope of the
second derivative is changing rapidly. The approximation for the third
derivative is slightly more sensitive to experimental errors than S3
and S3. Doubling or tripling the interval to 0.2 or 0.3 significantly
reduces the magnitude of the observed fluctuations for all derivative
approximations. However, rather than improving the data, further
increases in h tend to smooth out actual narrow transitions in the VE
response. It is important to note that significant oscillations occur
in the calculated second and third derivatives based on h = 0.1 for
even carefully smoothed data. This problem is compounded as the accuracy
of the data decreases. In general these oscillations are much greater
than the errors associated with the information that is lost when too
large an interval h is used. It is therefore desireable to choose a set
of numerical derivatives which calculate the first, second, and third
derivatives over progressively larger intervals of h. This procedure will
reduce the effects of experimental errors while retaining a degree of
sensitivity to actual, rapid changes in the data. As an example of this
type of approximation, consider the simple set of numerical derivatives
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defined by the repeated application of equation 17.
F = f - f _ 1 u2 ^rlll
2h
[7 ] (22)
S=f„-2f+f +iu2 ^.IV
4h2 3
=
- 3^1 + 3f_^ - f - 1 h2 fV
8h3
± ^ h 1 (24)
Note that equation 23 is equivalent to the three point central difference
second derivative (equation 18) applied to an interval of 2h while equation
24 involves a slightly larger interval than equation 19. Table I compares
the maximum errors of each type of approximation which results from an
experimental uncertainty of +d. The errors associated with the single
derivatives are proportional to d while the other approximations involve
multiples of d. Calculations on VE data show that this improvement does
not significantly decrease the absolute accuracy of the second and third
derivatives
.
Calculated Relaxation Spectra
The experimental VE response of binary blends of high MW polystyrene (10)
were used to compare the different approximations for H(t) given above.
Each approximation was evaluated with the simple, the three point and the
five point numerical derivatives. The interval between data points,
h = d log 0), was varied from 0.1 to 0.6.
In the rubbery plateau region the first derivative of G' is found
to be approximately independent of to. Therefore the second and third
derivatives should be negligible and all approximations for H(t) equiv-
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alent. This Is observed for each of the derivative approximations when
h > 0.2. It was stated above that small oscillations in the first
derivative become noticeable when h = 0.1. These do not appreciably
effect the simple derivative approximation for H(t). However, these
experimental errors are magnified by the three and five point approx-
imations for S' and T' causing the higher order derivatives to contribute
to H(t). Relaxation spectra calculated with these derivations differ
from the previously determined H(t) by up to +20%.
In the terminal and near terminal regions, G a o)^ where b = 2 for
G' and b = 1 for G". The derivatives of G are: F = bG, S = b^G, and
3
T
- b G. The approximations for H(t) are then proportional to the dif-
ference between two large and nearly equal numbers. Therefore, the use
of the simple derivative approximations are preferred in this region
because small errors in the numerical derivatives produce large fluc-
tuations in the calculated H(t).
The Tschoegl approximations produce the smoothest H(t) in the near
terminal region. This occurrs because the second (first) derivatives used
in equations 3 and 4 are less sensitive to experimental errors than the
third (second) derivatives required by equations 5, 6, 9, and 10. The
Schwarzl and Staverman and the Ninomiya and Ferry approximations oscillate
around the Tschoegl approximation, and become equal to it when the interval
h is increased. The Williams and Ferry approximations are proportional to
ratios of two numbers close to zero and thus are very sensitive to small
fluctuations in the numerical first derivatives.
Similar results are obtained for the calculated relaxation spectra
in the regions between the terminal and the rubbery plateau response.
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Again the difference between the second and third derivatives make
the Tschoegl approximations less subject to experimental errors than
the SS and NF approximations. These converge to the Tschoegl approx-
imation for h greater than 0.1 but less than some value which depends
on the width of the transition. The initial decrease in H(t) from the
rubbery plateau response for narrow MWD polystyrenes were adequately
reproduced with h = 0.3. Changes in the spectra become noticeable
when h > 0.4. Most polymeric systems exhibit broader transitions
than the narrow MWD polymers. Therefore, an interval, h = 0.2 - 0.4
should be sufficient for the determination of H(t). However, sharper
transitions are observed in binary blends of narrow MWD systems (10).
These appear as shoulders in the terminal response of H(t). Significant
changes in the calculated spectra occur when the shoulder is narrower
than 2h. Derivatives defined over larger intervals underestimate the
actual changes in the shape of the VE functions. The resulting relaxation
spectra approach an average of the spectra on either side of the transition.
This loss of information obscures the shoulders in H(t).
Each approximation for H(t) indicated the presence of a shoulder in
the relaxation spectra of the binary blends. Equivalent results were
obtained with all but the WF approximations. This technique, (which is
based on the assumption that H(t) is a slowly varying function of x) was
unable to follow the sharp transition of the shoulders in H(t).
The VE properties, G' and G" were calculated by the numerical integration
of equation 1 using the relaxation spectra defined by equations 3-12.
This proved to be an insensitive test of the different approximations
because the recalculated properties were generally equal to each other
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and to the initial data. However, one important difference was
consistently observed. At low stresses (< 3 x 10^ dynes/cm^) the
recalculated G' were slightly higher 10%) than the actual G'.
This was caused by erroneous non-zero contributions to H(t) in the
terminal response region.
Conclusions
The second order approximations for H(t) proposed by Tschoegl
(equations 3,4) were found to be the most practical method of calculating
the relaxation spectrum of polymer melts. All of the approximations for
H(t) (equations 3-12) are found to be more sensitive to small errors in
the experimental data than to inaccuracies in the numerical approximations
of the derivatives. The set of simple numerical derivatives (equations
22-24) reduce these errors to acceptable levels.
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Table I
Maximum Errors Of Derivatives For A Data Uncertainty
Of + d
Derivative Simple 3 Point 5 Point
F
S
T
d/h
d/h'
d/h
d/h
4d/h
3d/2h
16d/3h'
3d/h^
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Computer Program To Calculate The Relaxation Spectrum Of Polymer
Melts
NAME
INPUT
N:
TITLE
KO:
Kl:
H(TAU)
3 -
Wl
Gl
G2
OUTPUT
TAU:
H (TAU)
CP:
G2P:
Number of data points
Identification of sample
Multiple of initial data interval, h
1-simple derivatives
2-three point central difference derivatives
3-five point central difference derivatives
Log (w)
G'
G"
Log (t)
Relaxation spectrum at x
Calculated G'
Calculated G"
Approximations used -
1-Tschoegl second order
2-Swarzl and Staverman
3-Ninomiya and Ferry
4-Williams and Ferry
On each output page the first set of data is calculated from G', the
second set from G", the third set is the input data and the calculated
1/J^.
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PkOGkAM M ( 1 Ao
)
10 PEAD ^n,N, 7 I TLttKO.Kl
^0 I-CUMAt ( lA,3Ao,2:x, I i
, Ia, I 1, 1., : 1 )
£^5 le (N) 6b,99^>,3;
3o M = N
OO ^i. 1 = 1, M,^
l->0 7c L i - 1 ,N0
00 7o L=UN
Nl =L 1 +K^i» ( L- 1 )
1 =L-*-N* (L 1- 1 )
W ( I ) - ytf 1 ( N 1 )
GP ( 1 ) =G 1 ( N 1 )
7o G2P( I ) =G2(N1
)
Nl=N-l
NJ=N-
J
MJ-M-
P^lNT iItlL
tio f-oky.AT( im ,''-*-,y,3Ati, K*HM( tA. i) » kO^r G(V/)
C = ^:;»/3» 1^16
DO 14o 1.1 = 1 ,Ko
UO 1^,, L = 2,N1
I=L+N»(Ll-l
)
X(l)=(W<I+l)
-w ( I -i ) )*b/^.
FGP( 1 • I ) = ( GP ( I + 1 )-GP{ I - 1 ) ) ./X t i )
FG2P( I
, 1 )= (G^P( 1 + 1 )"G^P( I-i ) )/^./x( 1 >
FGP(
I ,2)=FGP( 1,1)
120 FG2P( I ,^)=FG^P( 1,1)
DO 130 L=3,N^
I=L+N*(L1-1
FGP( I ,3) = (-GP( I-»-2)+e.*(GP( I + l )-GPuI-l ) ) +GP ( I - ^ ) ) / I ^• /x ( I)
FG?P( I ,3)= (-G?P( I+^)+8.*(G^P( I + i )-G2P( I
-1 ) )+G^Pt I "2 ) ) / 1 ^ • /x ( 1 >
SGP< I , 1 ) = ( FGP( I + 1 , 1 ) -r GP( 1-1,1) )/2./x( I )
SG2P( I
, 1 ) = (FG2P( 1 + 1,1 )-HG2P( 1 - 1 , 1 ) )
. /x ( i )
SGP< I ,2) = <GP{ I + l )-2««GP( I )+GP( I-lU)/x( I )**2
S02P( I ,2) = (G2P( I+l )-2»*G2P( I )+G2P( 1
- 1 ) ) /x ( 1 ) * *2
SGP( 1 ,3) = ( -GP( l+2) + lt).*(GP( I + l )+GP( I-l ) )-Jo.*GP( I )-GP( 1-2) )/\^./xi
1 I ) **2
130 bG2P( 1 , J ) = ( -G2P( i+^) + lt»»*(»-.2+( 1 + lL> + G2P( I - 1 ) )
-3o^^G^P{ I ) -G2P( I -2 ) )/
1 12«/X( I )**2
L)0 1^0 L=^,N3
I =L+N*(L 1-1 )
TGP( I , 1 ) = ( sGP( 1 + 1,1 )-sGP( 1 - 1 , 1 ) )/2»/x( I >
TGP( I ,2) = (GP( H-2)-2»*(GP( 1 i- i )-GP( I-l ) )-Gp( 1-2) i/2»/x( J )**J
14o tGP( I , J) =tGP( I ,2
)
J = K 1
OO 21o 1=4, M3
H 1 ( I , J ) =FGP( I , J )-sGP( I , J )/2«
21o H2( I, J)=C*( G2P( I ) -.<^.*r G2P ( I , ) / J»-*'.>02Pi I , )/o« )
PRINT 21b,
J
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GiJPl =
O^Mc' =
,
L I EKr*
K4* 1
IF (Kri') 9c^9,HI
I ,M12
DO H?n L 1 = I ,Ko
81? DO 820 L=^,NJ
H13 HI ( I ,
61 A If- (M3( I
, J) ) Hlto,ui(j,tilu
RI6 H?( I , j)=(j
8lfl Dl«10.#»(Tl+w(K>-w( I )
)
DI «D3*D2
GPls&Pl+Hl (
I ,J)#Ul«x( I )/K4
GP2«GP? + H.'( I , J)»t l*x( I )/K<i
G^r'PlsO^'Pl+Hl ( I •J)#u^«x( 1 J/Ka
820 G2P2«&2p^ +M2( I . J) #Lr'»X( I ) /K^*
I'^Ul * l0-**( T l-w(K) >
r Au2« 1 (1 •« ( T ( K ) )
tTAlafc.TA|+Ml(K,J)»
I A^Hixi*^)/^**
tTA2«FTA2+H^(K, J)TAu£i*^X(^ )/K<4
AGl «AG I +H1 ( K , J ) * r Au I «*2*x (K ) /^A
AG2«AG^ +tA;,^»«^«H2(K, J)«x(t^)
GG«GP( K ) / ( GP{K ) **£;+G2P(K.
t:'*t 1
-w( ^<
)
T4st2-W(
K
)
830 PHI NT 8^0,TO.H1(N, J),oHl,o.'PU
,^,t^^K.^,,oM^,0^,^^,Wl»v),oP(Kj,
I ) « GG
M^*o f-OPMAT
< J(F lo«2, Jt lo,c- ) )
AJt I = AGI /t T A 1
AJt?= AG2/F. TA2»«2
PWINT 8bo»F TAl ,AGI ,AJt. 1 , L i A^; , mo^; , A JL^i
abo F0PMAT(//^ ( loXfJtlo.*.') )
GO TO (22Gt24n,2t»0tat>0) .NP
FnO
SAMPLE DAtA
V7.2
-•2
2 1
1 •Oo+O 1 •OO"*'. J*
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T 1 =0. Ibl
T2 = 0» 3av
TO aoo
CONTINUE
T 1=0
t2 =0
DO ?3o I=^,M3
HI
( i ,^)=FGP( I , GP( U
230 U j)=c*(0^p, 1 )-^G2P( U J)
>
PRINT 235,
J
Nk = ^ i-'t-Kiv^^T iv^- - • i A >
G»0 TO 800
24o CONTlNut
A= ln«*»c x( I )/R
)
Al=A«A/( A«A-1, )**2
A2=A/( A- 1
•
DO 2bo 1=4,MJ
00 TO boo
260 CONT I NUE
DO 270 L I = I .KO
DO 270 L=A,N3
1 =L+N* ( L 1 - 1 )
DM=FGP( I+l , J)/PGP( I-l , J)
DM=LOGF< ARsf- i OM ) ) / ^ . /x ( I )
AF=C*SlNf ( DM/C )/UM
HI ( I , j)=AF*f-GP( 1 ,J)
I K ( DM- 1 • )
, ^64 , ^62
262 AF=C*blNF(DM/C)/(2.-UM)
HI ( I , J)=AF»{ 2.*GP( I )-FGP{ J
)
264 IF(OM-2. ) 268,266,266
266 HjtO , J) =0
268 UN=(G2P( I + i )-AUs»- (l-G2P( I , J ) ) J / ( o2k ( I - l )-AbsF(FG^P( 1-1, J) ) )UN= LOGF( ABSF (DN) )/2,/X( I
)
BF=C»S1NF( ( l.+AbSF ( DN ) ) /C ) / ( l.-A6SF(uN)
)
270 H?i I , J)=BF* (G;>P( I )-AbSF(hG^P( I , J) ) )
PRINT 275tJ
2 75 FORMAT ( IHI , Jux«3t)HH( y Ao ) FROM W/f" DERI VAT lvt-= , i 1 )
NR = 4
GO TO 800
280 GO TO 10
800 PRINT 810
810 FORMAT( UOH TAu H ( T Ao ) GP G^lP TAu M
1(TAlM GP G2P w(l) GPP G^P JP
1 //)
ETA1=0
ETA^=0
AG 1=0
AG2 = 0
DO 830 I 1 = 1 tKO
DO 830 12=4, N3
K=I2+N*( II- 1
)
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APPENDIX B
Dynamic Testing with the Weissenberg Rheogoniometer
The use of the Weissenberg Rheogoniometer for dynamic testing
has created a need for accurate low frequency phase measurements.
The usual techniques rely on Lissajous patterns or compare signals
on an ultraviolet recorder. These methods are both time consuming
and of limited accuracy.
Meyer H. Birnboin of Mellon Institute has designed an Ultra
Low Frequency Phase Meter^^^ which measures the phase angle between
two periodic signals and the amplitudes of perfect sine waves. It
is capable of resolving angles to lO"^ radians and of operating at
low frequencies, limited only by the stability of the input system.
George Jemakoff of the General Electric Research and Development
Center modified this phase meter for use with the Weissenberg
Rheogoniometer. An improved version of this model, now in use in
the polymer laboratories at the University of Massachusetts, was
designed and built by Noel Mackisoc^^\
Phase Measurements
The meter records the time each signal exceeds a given trigger
level. Referring to Figure la, the peak of signal A occurs at a time
T. = t. + t' - t, t, + t'A A2 A2 A2 A2 A^
2 " 2
,
Likewise, the second signal peaks at T_ = r . The time
between the signal peaks is
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.
A/
-B^ ^A^^J (2)
^""^ " V the time signal A is above trigger level V
^ ^ A„
'
1
while B is below V^^
. Similarly, t^ - t' is the
2 ^2
B • ^-^"i^ari - amount of time
the level sensors see a B signal and not an A. The logic is set to
record these times along with their half cycle counterparts. If T
Is the total time for one cycle, the phase angle is
, AB + BA
* = X 180"
where aI indicates A and not B, and BA represents a B signal without A.
(See Figure 2).
Amplitude Measurements
For a perfect sine wave, the time a signal is above the trigger
levels is simply related to the amplitude. From Figure lb,
V. = A sm — t //. \
o T (4)
But
^^A - ^A )
_
T ^1 ^1
'^A^
= 4 2 (5)
or
\ = ^ [f - \ - V^)J = ^ -OS i (t; - ) (6)
Likewise for the other half cycle
4 4 4
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V
- V = 2A cos ^ i^lV
o T 2 T 2 (8)
where
=
t^^
- t^^ Is the time the signal exceeds the trigger
level V^_. Equation 8 is simplified when A^ = A^. This is achieved
for symmetric signals when the electrical zero of the signal is
equal to (V
-
V )/2. If the signal is sinusoidal the amplitude is
1 4
\ - \ T (9)
Figure 3 demonstrates the measured time intervals (A = A
, A = A )
.
+ 1 - 4
*
Phase Meter Operation
The time base of the phase meter is a 100 Khz oscillator equipped
with decade countdown circuits. These allow slower clock rates for
low frequency measurements. The clock output frequency is split in
half, creating two sets of pulses, 180° out of phase. These provide
the time bases for the top and bottom portions of the measured signals
and allow proper counting in overlapping regions. Logic circuits
controlled by the trigger levels present selected segments of the time
bases to four counter inputs. These record the total counts during
the measurement, T, the phase difference, At, and the counts
proportional to the amplitudes of the signals. A, + A, and + B, .14 14
Measurements can be averaged over several cycles to minimize
errors due to non-coherent noise.
Phase Meter Modifications
Accurate amplitude measurements (equation 9) require that the
times A^ and A^ be equal. The logic functions in the modified phase
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meter, AA and AB, calculate
- A^ and - B^ respectively.
The condition for the amplitude measurements may then be satisfied
by adjusting the DC bias of each transducer to make AA and AB
negligible. Two variable gain DC amplifiers are incorporated in
the Input stage of the modified phase meter. These amplify the
signals and thus, in effect, change the magnitudes of the trigger
levels. The shape of the signal's waveform may be determined by
comparing measurements conducted at different amplifications.
This tests the assumption that the signals are sinusoidal. Small
distortions in the input signals may be tolerated as long as the
disturbances affect only a small portion of the wave. If this
is the case, the trigger levels may be changed so the measurements
are made in the undistorted region.
In the original phase meter, the trigger levels used to deter-
mine the phase angles, V and V , were a small fraction of the
^2 ^3
amplitude trigger levels V and V. . This minimized the errors
^1 \
associated with each type of measurement. However much more signi-
ficant errors will occur in the measured phase angle if the signal
is distorted in the neighborhood of V or V . The modified phase
^2 3
meter was designed to allow either V, and V. or V and V to
^2 ^3 ^1 \
control the phase angle logic. This option, coupled with the
variable gain input amplifiers, allow phase angle measurements
to be made on any portion of the signal.
An analysis was made of the shape of the waveform produced
by the model R-17 Weissenberg Rheogoniometer owned by the University
of Massachusetts. A small perturbation, located at the maximum of
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s was
le
's
the input signal, was observed in the output response. Thi
associated with a slippage of approximately 1 micron in the
oscillatory drive mechanism. This distortion, barely noticeable
in the ultraviolet recordings of the response, could increase th
measured phase angle by as much as 1°. The modified phase meter
capability of measuring phase angles over different portions of the
signal eliminated this experimental problem. If the amplitude
trigger levels. and are to be used for the phase measurements
1 4
on signals with this type of perturbation, the operation of the
meter requires At to satisfy the following requirements:
B-A<2At<A + B
and
A < 2At
where A = A^ + A^ and B = + (H)
Derivation Of The Dynamic Equations For The Cone And Plate Geometry
The oscillation input strains the sample at a frequency w and
amplitude 0'. The transmitted stress of amplitude 9", measured by
the torsion bar, leads the input stress by an angle (j).
-r, iwt6' = 0^ e (12)
e-. = e|. e^^*"^ + (13)
At any instant the deformation of the sample is the difference
between the positions of the input and torsion bar platens. The
strain, S, is uniform throughout the sample for the cone and plate
geometry.
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S = r[9^ - 6"]
r a
where a is the cone angle. Thus
0"
The magnitude of the strain is:
where C^^ is Weissenbergs notation. The phase angle associated
with the complex representation of the strain is
— 6"
- o^r,"' r l^[S] 1 .-1,0 sind)^
*8 - = - Sin =-
1^1 o 1
Therefore
S = ^ C e^^*"^ ^2>
a 1
The torque transmitted by the sample is:
L = r-^
(14)
a ^e^^
- 2 cos <j) = — C (16)
0 0 ax
(17)
(18)
(19)
where is the shear stress supported by the sample.
This is balanced by the torsion bars spring constant, K, moment
of inertia, I, and viscous loss term, U;
L = K?" + u e" + I e" (20)
Then from equations 13, 19 and 20,
= 3 [K - aj2l) [1 + i 0) U ] e" e^^"^ (21)2^ (K-o)-^!) °
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or
Pl2 = 3 [K - 0)21] c, e" e^^'^t + * - C.)
^ 2^ 3 o ^ (2
where
C = - tan"-^ 0) U
The ratio of the stress to the strain is then
The storage modulus G' and the loss modulus G" (=a)n
'
) are given
by the real and imaginary parts of equation 24.
1 ®o 3a ^
"
^ 9^ 2^ - F" ^^'^ - - Co) (2
o 1
_
o 3a T 2^ 3
^ " 2^ - ) c~ """^ - ^4 - (2
The "correction" terms and may be neglected if the
amplitude ratio is small, but this unnecessarily limits the useful
range of the equipment. The magnitude of the strain in the sample
is C^. This will be significantly different from the input
amplitude 9' if the torsion head, 9" moves much at all. Likewiseo o
the phase between the sample's stress and strain, [cj) - C^] can be
much bigger than (f). [C2's greater than 80 degrees have been found.]
This is shown in Figure 4, where C is plotted as a function of the
9"
measured phase angle for different amplitude ratios (A = -r^)
.
9
o
In normal use the Rheogoniometer is operated well below the
resonant frequency of the torsion bar where ~ 1 and ~ 0.
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In this region, the dynamic equations can be written in terms of
the measured quantities A and (}>.
n' = Cf(a3)
. . . .
(27)
G' = Cf(a))
C
'
I A [cos ((j)) - A] (28)
^here <; = k and f(c.) = 1 - (^)^
n
Graphs of these functions (Figures 5 and 6) illustrate the
accuracy problems which may be encountered for large amplitude
ratios and/or small measured phase angles. Care should be taken
in the selection of a torsion bar to avoid unnecessary excursions
into these regions.
Calibration
The input amplifiers may be calibrated in the following manner:
1 - Feed mechanical sine wave (from input transducer) to both
A and B inputs.
2 - Set the A and B gain controls to the same value. Record
the number of A and B counts at the gain.
3 - Change the gain and repeat step 2.
The gain of the input amplifiers is proportional to the log
of the numbers on the controls. It is therefore, advisable to vary
the gains in logarithmic steps. A useful interval if 0.05. The
values of the gain, A counts and B counts in order of increasing
gain, are fed into the computer program as CAL.
The phase meter can be used to calibrate the Sangamo Twin
(3)Filter network. As explained by Bogie and Harris each channel
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of the filter system has its own attenuation and phase shift
characteristics which, in general, are not equal. To detertnin
these differences a measurement is made, the filter inputs and
outputs reversed, and the measurement repeated. As seen by
filter B, filter A adds AA to the true phase
e
as
Likewise filter A sees B's measurement
=
(J) + AB
But, AA = -AB since this is the same system. Thus
*A - *B =
2AA
or the true phase
* = 2 = cf)^ + Acj)
where Acf) = [(^^ - <^^]/2
This procedure also yields the ratio of the attenuation
constants. The phase meter records the amplitude of the signals
and
A- = SBC I [f]
B- = sec i [|]O z T
Comparing the stable oscillation input signal as it passes
through each filter makes A' = B \
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m
Thus
A cos \ (A)o 2 T
B„
.B. (36)o cos
2 C^)
The frequency dependent phase angle corrections, Ac}., (equation 33)
must be calculated for each gear box (GB) setting. These are inserted
in the computer program as the quantities PI. The attenuation
constant, equation 36, is the constant, TWIN. Large values of PI
are found near the filter's cut off frequency. Best results are
obtained if the 20hz filter is used for all GB equal to or greater
than 0.7, the 50hz filter for GB = 0.3 to 0.6, and the 150hz filter
for GB = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2. The data corresponding to these
filters, PI (I) with I = 10GB, is inserted into the program in order
of increasing GB. Corrections for the 20hz filter for GB = 0.0 to 0.6
are stored as PI (50) to PI (56). Corrections for the 50hz filter
for GB = 0.0 to 0.2 are stored in PI(57) to PI(59). Values of the
average total counts AVET, correspond to the values of GB.
Each data card contains the variable FILT. FILT is left
blank, except when a filter is used outside of its normal range.
In these instances the frequency of the filter is used for FILT.
The entire system can be calibrated after the input amplifier
and the twin filter corrections have been made. The following proce-
dure eliminates any amplitude or phase errors caused by the trans-
ducers or the mechanical drive.
1-Clamp the top and bottom platens together. This is best accom-
plished by solidifing a sample, such as pitch, in the test
region.
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2-Detach the torsion bar.
3-Make a series of amplitude and phase measurements at low
frequencies (GB ~ 2.6).
The recorded amplitude ratio Is the constant, SA, which Is the
relationship between the deflections of the Input and output trans-
ducers. The measured phase angle, SB, Is added to the phase angle
corrections, PI, In the program.
Calculations
The Theological properties of each sample were calculated with
the computer program given on pages 163-168. Equations 25 and 26
were used to obtain n' and G'. The steady state shear properties
were obtained from the following equations (Program statements 300-310)
^12 - i2L (37)
TT d^
^11 - ^22 - (38)
Y = 2tt_^ (39)
a
where L is the measured torque, F is the total thrust, and g is the
platens rotational speed in revolutions per second.
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Computer Program For The Calculation Of The Steady State Shear And
The VE Properties Of Polymer Melts With The Weissenberg Eheogoniometer
1 - NAME:
2 - INPUT:
CALIBRATION DATA
AVET:
PI:
CAL:
TITLE CARD
TITLE
:
CONSTANT CARD
L:
S:
ALPHA:
DIAM:
TWIN:
SA:
SB:
FN:
CKT:
UM RHEO
Average number of total counts at each
gear box setting
Phase angle corrections due to twin filters
(equation 33)
Calibration of amplifiers: Gain, A counts,
B counts
Identification of sample
1-New output page
2-Same page - No titles
3-Exit from program
Constants * - *
Cone angle in degrees
Diameter of sample in cm
Ratio of twin filter attenuation constants
(equation 36
)
Ratio of output to input signal
Equipment phase angle error
Natural frequency of torsion bar
Force constant of torsion bar
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CKN:
XAXIS:
DEC:
SC:
PLOT CARD
YSl(l), YS2(1)
Force constant of normal force spring
Plot scale factor for X Axis
Logarithmic decrement of torsion bar
oscillations
Constants B-
Log of minimum value of plotted functions;
n
YS1(2), YS2(2) PN, or G'
YS1(3), YS2(3) Shear stress or G
YS1(4), YS2(4) G or 1/j'
II
DATA CARD
NEXT:
GB:
DTI:
DT2:
TOT:
AA:
BB:
RGEA
0-Normal data
1-Self correction
2-Calculated data
3-Self calibration
4-Plot
5-Initialize plotter
Gear box setting
At counts for trigger levels V and V
2 ^3
or shear stress deflection AT
At counts for trigger levels V and V
^1 ^4
or normal stress deflection AN
Total counts
A counts
B counts
Range of A transducer
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RGEB:
AG:
BG:
FILT:
NP:
OUTPUT
ETASTAR:
ETAP:
GP:
G2P:
SHEAR RATE:
JP:
1/JP:
AMP:
PHIl:
PHI2:
THETA:
FILT:
Range of B transducer
Gain of A amplifier
Gain of B amplifier
Filter used if different from -
20cps for GB > 0.6
50cps for GB = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
150cps for GB = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2
Instruction for plot routine
0-Connect data point
1-Don't connect data point
Complex dynamic viscosity or rotational
viscosity
Dynamic viscosity
Storage Modulus
Loss Modulus
Frequency or shear rate
Storage compliance or (P^^^ -
^22^^^ ^12
Reciprocal of JP
Amplitude ratio of output to input deflections
Phase angle from DTI
Phase angle from DT2
Corrected phase angle
Filter used
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WITH THL i.tISStN»LKG ^VMLOGON I o-L T Lk
^^'-^""^'^
-'CLts
PF AD lo, A^l I ,pi
Nfc X r = «
L = b
Pn CAUL w^^-LOK^ExT-.,.,
t-OkMAj ( ICAH)
f uK.-,.,T( I '. .n.-'F 1-.,,,,.-, . 1 ,,,, ,
~
.
i ( :-jA ) JO f 3 V
J7 ALPHA = ALPHAi*o.Gl 7ab
CON:, r = i-c.*t-K 7/o» W 16/Dl A.ix
...«^2or •
4o Go jO ( t)ri,6u,''->S'V ) ,L
5o PRINT 5^
' ^ '
[MK OH o^^- ^Mt_*.fx KAtl jp
6o PPINt bb, T
1
TLF
65 FOWMAr (/,^jix, loAo,//)
1 1 o u^^iv.at ( I 1 ,r'. • - , '^.r'-' , ' , m -.o , w • ! M
x=o r 1
MOUL=
1
MOD= 1
1 M IF(UT 1 lb, 1 1 / , 1 1 7
1 I'S X =DT?
MODt=?
117 IF (^*L»T^-AA ) 1 lb, 1 1._ -
1 18 MOD= ^
MUOt^- 1
1^0 IF (NLxT--i) lAc, 1 j^, 1
121 ALPHA = ALPhA/o«(> I ''^b
PRINT 1 P?, AUPHA,UI AM, T 1 N , A , t F N • C K 7 t -^KN,Oc-C
12P> J-OPMAt ( lHC)*crH» J»Z'r 1 0 • • If o«3)
GO TO 20
IJQ UTW=x
I NULx= 1
Go TO luO
lAo IF(HB) 999,Jv.O»lbO
150 I =10»*Gb+l •
1
PAt I 0= 1 • +T\Ay 1 N»/ 1 0C«
" 167 -
160 1 = 1-*-
7
16*^ I = l+bo
1 /O CUk = (^ I ( I ) +
IF < TOt ) vyv, 1 7 1 , 1 76
171 TOT=AvtT{ I )* It, .
1 7? TOt = f Ut / 1
•
I F ( V T O T - • i > 1 1 72
, 1 /6
176 IH ( iNuLx) W.;:^, 177
1/7 v.Ok-(Ur^-x)/TOT*t
-/C
^iATlu
= ^^r.* (BLS/TCt*'- : .L-7cti) /CU^K( bl-./T^l M •SVob)
INUhX=0
IHo IF(NLxT"A ) c^,,,ij^^iu^
185 PHI =x+COP
VOLT=AA/bB*TwIN
GO yO 2 1o
IVO AA = AA + ^',* ( Ul ^-oT 1 )
^UO ANO ( I ) - J T 1 / I UT * 1 OG • +COR
ANO( ) =0|£/T^T* 1 t;o»+COR
K^M I = <XNO ( MOOL )
20 1 I»- (Ao-CAL(^» 1 ) ) r.Uc:*^06«^02
2o? CAL(^, I )=AG
K = ^
J= I
2o^ J=J+1
1 r ( ^AL ( 1 ) -CAl ( 1 • J ) ) 20*^^*20^,20^
205 Yl=LUOF(COsF(CAU(K,^-l ) 1 . C7oB/C Al ( 1 , 1 ) ) )
Yi:=LOOK (COsF ( CAL (K , J ) * 1 •57cC/CAL ( 1 , 1 ) ) )
ylxLOGF(rAL(
1 ,
J-1 )
)
X2=L0GP (CAL(
1 , J)
)
X3=L0GF (CAL(K, 1 )
V ( 1 ) ^t-X*-**- ( ( Y 1 -y2 ) / (X i -X^ )*'(XO-xi)+Yi)
206 i»- (HO-CAL( J, 1 ) ) /^o7,PoB«2^7
207 CAL ( J* 1 ) =bG
K = J
J= I
GO tO 2u4
20B vOLt = COsF < Hb/jO f 1 •5>7ofa)/COsr ( AA/jOl ^ 1 .b7oa)*v < D/V ( ^)
2 1 0 AMP = vOLT*f^Gfc.A/WGtib*«AT lO/S^
FA=AA/tOt
Fb=bb/TOT
FC=C0sF(FA« I .5706)
FD =COsF(PB* I •^>7o6>
TP = V( 2 ) «RGeb/Fi;*o»^i02
T2P=v( i ) *WGtA/f-C*o»^0^
F t = P D*CUsF ( Pi-i I *0»0 I "/4b )+i3*u*RT'^ < 1 • -FU<*rO ) #3 I NF ( pri I #o» 0 1 74b)
M0= I
1 1- ( HC-Kt ) 2 12, 2 1 1 , £ 1 1
2 1 1 M0=3
212 F=Jo«»lo»**(-Gb)
FREO=AbSF ( 1 • - ( F N ) «*2 )
SHFAR = 6# 2e32*F
C 1 =c,ORxF ( I •o+AMP*AiV,p-2»0*AMP^^C0sF( Pm I ^0«0i74b) )
C2 = -A^ INF ( AMP*S I NK (PH I *o,o 1 74b )/C I ) itb7.;?9ba
U 1 =SHE AR#u/GKt/FRLO
C3 = SQRT»" ( 1 +U 1 **2 )
C4=-At AN*- ( u 1 >
THLt A=Pm I -C2+C4
PHA5>i = THtT A*0»0 1 /4b
IF ( |HFTA-yo« ) 22of22o,^lb
218 PHAst= 1 •b7o 7SV
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220 <^STAR = AMP«CONsT»H^LQ*<.J/Cl*ALPriA
222 PWINT 2^J
223 ^U^VMMT ( i*4MGi,rAk I.i.^ATlvL)
225 OP =GSTAR*COSl- (PHAsL )
&2P = OS T AW*s I IMF ( PHAsh )
FtA=G2P/sHFAR
t-TAs = uS7 AK/^MtAK
CP=GP/OSTAk*«^
G.vi= 1 /CP
K = 2
PN =GP
IAmg"'!.^^'':^'''^:''''''^^'''"^^'-^*-'*'^ .AmP^AnGc l),s(..00t),>^'^^(^>»S<MOuL+l),
,C(.vioO),i,v,(.v.^,.,Tri^TA,FlLT,T2P.TP.FC FO
I c'r r«2,2F6«3)
IO= 1+ lO
ID= lO
GO tO 4oo
300 SHEAR = 2,«J. l^»i6/o« 1 66/ Iq • *oO/ ^LPnA
G2P = CONsT*UT 1/buuOCj.
t.TA = G2P/::,Ht AR
PN=b.*CKN*UT2/J. 1^16/Ul AM**2+^.go0001
GM=2« ( G2P ) «»?/PN
CP= 1 /GN**
SR=PN/2«/G2P
K= 1
PRINT 3 1 0 • F T A , PN • G2P • SHtAR , CP « GV. • SR
310 FORMAT (t 1 I .3, 1 lx,2tl 1 .o,i-o.^,£x,^ui 1 .j,f-o,^)
400 X=2. »LOGF ( SHtAR)/2«3026-^«#xAxIo
Y 1 = *LOGr ( t_ TA ) /2 • 3o^6-^ • 1 ( K )
Y2 = 2.*LOGf- < PN)/2 •3026-2. *YS2 )
y3 =2»»LOGF ( G2P )/2«oo26-2»»y:,3( K )
Y4 = 2«*LOGF (GM)/2 .3026-2 •yS4<<^)
CALL wMPLOt < 1 • X • Y 1 • y2 , y J, yA, <s +2*NP , T I TLC )
GO tO loo
999 CALL wMPLOT ( 6,c •0«C»0 • 0«OfC«0*o»OT U T I 7L£^ )
STOP
,
END
SuHf-^OuT INE iw'-'PLCT ( rxExTtX 1 f Y 1 • y2 , y3 , , L , T I tLL)
RETUf^N
END
SAMPLt DATA
C«b3y4/200 T= 214 C 2/9/71 25w
1* 3.93 2.5 l.C *?.32 0*40 lb«75 2o7.5 133c»
1»5 l«b i •ti l«b i.b Ub
1*6 298(.)()# 32400* 3^dIo* 2oC» 2C0» tJOO« boj«
2.0 450. 4.
7 15.
3
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Plot Routine To Use With UMRHEO
1 - NAME:
2 - INPUT
NEXT:
UMPLOT
XI:
Yl
Y2
Y3
Y4
TITLE
1- Store and order data
2-Store data-unordered
3-Plot data connecting points
4-Plot symbols-no connecting lines
5- Inltlalize program (L < 5) and plotter (L > 4)
X data coordinate in inches
Y data coordinate in Inches for symbol:
L=l,3
O
X
Y
2,4
A
O
Sample indentif icat ion
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COMPuTLP< PLOT PPCU^AM F 0^v u'^tl '.vlTH o'/ PHL O
100
1 1
1
I IP
1 14
1 15
125
13o
131
132
133
134
136
144
146
lb6
160
SuUkOuT INE ^fcMPLOKNLXTfXl •
DIMENSION T I ILL ( iQ
)
GO TO ( loo, 115, 130, 125,201 ,220) fNExT
DO 112 I =N, ID
IF- ( X 1 -X ( i + 1 ,L) ) 1 i i , 1 I 4 , 1 1 4
X< I tL) =X( I + 1 ,L )
DO 112 J= 1 ,4
K=I+( J-1 )»ID
Y ( K ,L) =Y ( <+ 1 ,L )
1 = 10
N= I
X ( N,l_ ) =X 1
Y ( N,L) = Y
1
Y(N+3r.,L) = Y2
Y ( N + 6(, ,L ) = y3
Y ( N+ 9r. ,L ) = Y^
LL(L)=LL(L)+l
RE TuWN
NC = - 1
I N r
iNT
I NT
I NT
I NT
I NT
I NT
1 NT
i N r
iNT
I NT
I NT
INT
I NT
INT
INT
1,1)
2, 1 )
1
0
, 1 )=4
4 , 1 ) ^9
1 ,2)=2
2,2) =5
3,2)=3
4.2) =Io
1 .3) =1
^ )
^3, J) =4
4.3) =9
1 .4) =2
2,4 )=5
3,4)^3
4, 4 ) = 10
CALL PLOT7b-::b(x 1 •o«
ROt=9o«+WOt
IF(Xl-12. ) 13?, l-^l , 131
CALL Ax Is( ,0 • , 1 bHLOGj ^HLAw KA-jL>,-lb,V»,o»*"^*0«0'^>
CALL Ax I S( • , 0 • 1 IHLUG ( ^^t-b^ > • 1 1 • i 0 • f • « Y 1 • 0 •
)
CALL SYMBOL (-3.9, 10»«0«1^« r i ri-L,0»0»oO)
ROT =0 •
0
DO 20 0 <= 1 ,
^
IK(LL(K ) ) 2ovj,200f 1 ^^3
IF ( K-2 ) 1J6, 1 36* 1 34
NO=-l
DO 200 1=1,^
N= 1 U+ 1 -LL ( K
)
INK=-1
DO 20O J=N, ID
MM= J+ 1 D* ( i - 1
)
I*" ( lu»-Y(MM,K) ) 20C« ISO, 146
IF( Y(MM,K) ) 200f IbO, Ibo
CALL SYMtiOL ( X ( J, K ) , y ( MM < »< ) f Q • ^ 7 , I NT ( 1 , ) , kOT , I UN )
I NK=NO
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^00 CONT iNut
20 1 DO 2 1,, K = 1 , a
LL(K )
=0
UO ^lo J= 1 , lu
^^0 X( ) =u
217 CALL PLOT.S( IH^F
, 1GU0,6)
CALL PLOT7b^b(.,,,-lt;.,-o)
CALL MLOr7b2b(c-.,0»^^,--^)
pot=-vc.
RETURN
2^0 ^ALL ^'LOt Vbc:^( l^.,^.,j, vvV)
CALL tx I 1
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
B-1. a) Trigger levels and times for phase angle measurement
b) Trigger levels and times for amplitude measurement
B-2. Phase angle measurement
B-3. Amplitude measurement
B-4. The dependence of the correction factor, C^, on the measured
phase angle, <p
,
as a function of the measured amplitude ratio, A
B-5. The dynamic viscosity, n', as a function of the measured ^ and A
B-6. The storage modulus G', as a function of the measured (j, and A.
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Figure £-2
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Figure B-3
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Figure B-4
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^ IN DEGREES
Figure B-5
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Figure B-6
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APPENDIX C
THEORY OF ENTANGLEMENTS
This appendix presents an unsuccessful theoretical atte.pt to
explain the unusual elastic behavior observed in the viscoelastic
response of high molecular weight polymer melts.
Several theories have been advanced which predict the visco-
elastic response of polymeric systems by calculating the dynamics
of the individual molecules as a function of the applied deformation
rate. The Rouse-Zimm (1,2) model conceptually divides the molecule
into Gaussian segments, each with a root mean square length, b.
Displacements from this length are opposed by the statistical nature
of the chain. The segments are the mechanical equivalent of springs
with a force constant |^ . a dilute solution the viscous drag
forces exerted by the solvent on each segment, F^, are balanced by
the elastic forces, F^ and the force caused by the Brownian motion
of the segments, F
B
F = F„ + F
V B E
If the viscous drag force, F^, is assumed to be proportional to the
velocity of the segment, x., relative to that of the solvent, v.,
then the x component of F is
V
F,^ = 1 (i. - V.)
B
where B is the mobility of the segment. The elastic restoring force
is equal to the force on j due to the displacement of points j + 1
and j - 1.
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=
"fi>^-^^-i ^ - ^:.i> (3)
The force due to the Brownian motion of the segments is:
Fg =
-kT 9 Ln i> (x,)
9 X.
J
r (4)
where
^
is the distribution function of the segments in the molecule.
A differential equation describing
^ may be obtained by solving the
force balance for x. and substituting this quantity in the continuity
equation,
3t=-^^^^> (5)
Equation 5 is solved by transforming the spacial coordinates x to a
j
set of normal coordinator, r^
.
The complex viscosity of a dilute
solution may then be calculated by averaging the energy dissipated by
the molecule over all possible conformations,
The model predicts that the steady state shear compliance, J^, is
e
proportional to molecular weight. In general this behavior is observed
in dilute solutions of polymers. This model also successfully predicts
the concentrated solution and melt response of low >IW polymers with
narrow MWD^s,
However, at high MWs, intermolecular interactions become important.
Experimentally, becomes independent of M at high MWs. This change
in the properties is attributed to the formations of an "entanglement
network" in which the intermolecular interactions are thought to act
as temporary cross links. These intermolecular interactions may be
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incorporated in the Rouse-Zi.. model of molecular motion, initially
an entanglement can be considered to be a frictional interaction
which lowers the mobility of the involved segment. Chompff (3) has
applied this idea to the Rouse-Zimm theory (1,2) by changing the
mobility of the segment by 6 at selected points along the molecule.
The solution of the resulting equations gives the relaxation spectra
of the molecule in terms of a sum of the relaxation spectra of sub-
sections of this molecule, which in turn, are functions of the number
of involved entanglements and the parameter 6. This experimental
parameter can be obtained by fitting data to the prediction of the
theory. In general, 6 is found to be a very small number, typically
of the order of lO"^ for high MW systems. Thus, in order to explain
the experimental data, the Chompff theory (3) essentially eliminates
the displacements of the entanglement point by, in effect, coupling
all the drag forces of the entanglement network to this point.
The author believed that this approach not only overestimated
the change in the mobility of an entanglement point, but also neglected
the important elastic properties of the entanglement network. This
appendix outlines an attempt to incorporate the viscous and elastic
effects of the entanglement network into the Rouse-Zimm model, with
the specific goal of obtaining an analytical expression for J°.
Each connecting chain in the entanglement network is analogous
to a segment in the Rouse-Zimm model (1,2). Independent motions of
the entanglement points are opposed by both the statistical nature
and the viscous drag forces associated with the network segment.
If the equilibrium distance between entanglement points is b^, the
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effective force constant is 3kT/<b 2>. Equation 3 then becomes
<b^> JO (7)
where x.^ is the equilibrium position of the entanglement point and
X = <b2>/<b^2>. Completing the analogy, the viscous drag forces of
the network segment may be considered to change the mobility of
the entanglement point by a factor 6.
In matrix notation the time derivatives of the position vectors,
X, are
X = v - BkTH ainij;
^ 9x
3kT B (H (A + E) x - H E x )
<b27 o
(8)
with I
—
H = A =
E =
0
0
0
- 1
0
2-1
-1 1
Substituting this into the continuity equation, the equations for
laminar flow (v . = yz
.
> v . = v . = 0) are
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where D = 3kT and a = '^IcTT^ ti.^|k |
.
The eigenvalues of the matrix H(A + E)
define a transformation matrix Q such that
= Q 1 s
(10)
and ^ H(A + E) Q = 1 .
-
- ^ k (11)
The transformation of equation 9 to the normal coordinates r, s and q
yields the two additional matrix combinations q"^H and q"^ H E ^.
Since H and (A + E) are symmetric matricies and (A + E) has a distinct
set of eigenvalues, these matricies are diagonal. Define the eigen-
values to be:
Q"^ H E ^ = Ej^ (12)
T
^"^H^-l
=Nj^ (13)
The normal coordinate equations for ^ in laminar flow then
become:
^ = -y ' s + I N, D 32,|; + a £, .d^i + 8
T u-r,s,q 9u T T
(14)
k[-^r ^] o]
3u 3u
If E^ = 0, equation 14 is Zimm's differential equation for ij;, with
H representing the effects of the change in mobility due to an
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entanglement point, instead of the hydrodyna.ic interactions. Th,
last tenn in equation U adds the elastic effects of entanglements
in terms of the normal coordinates of the equilibrium positions u
.
In an advanced treatment the motion and slippage of an entanglemelt
point may be analyzed by considering u^ to be a function of time
and the normal coordinates of the system. In the following analysis
is assumed to be a fixed point in space.
The complex viscosity of the system can be calculated by equation
5. This requires a series of integrals involving various products of
u and d^/du. These integrals may be evaluated by multiplying
equation 14 by appropriate combinations of u and integrating over
all space. This yields a series of first order time dependent
differential equations. If the shear rate y is assumed to be
sinusoidal and transient terms are neglected the complex viscosity
becomes
*
, ^
T (1 - itoT ) 2t.(1 - ia)2T.)
n = n'- i n" = nkT V n
—
I- + c ^ JL_i
where x. =
_1 and C. = £ ^jp
J J J
As expected, the first term in equation 15 is the result of the
Rouse-Zimm model. The elastic properties of the entanglement network
add a second set of relaxation times which include the mobility
parameter 5
.
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Evaluation of the eigenvalues yield;
2
n
c. =-4
(16)
(17)
where n^ is the number of entanglements per molecule, ^
M
The relaxation times t
,
also depend on n . In terms of the
reduced mobility coefficient, 6, and the longest relaxation time, x
they become
2
""j "
""l^j j " \ (19)
The goal of the preceeding analysis was to obtain an analytical
expression for the steady state shear compliance of high MW systems.
This quantity may be calculated from the real and imaginary components
of the complex viscosity given in equation 15.
e 4n n
e pRT ~2 • (20)
e ^ 2n n
J=l ^ j=n_+l
When = 0 equation 20 reduces to the Rouse prediction for the steady
state shear compliance:
o
^
Z(41 ^
^e Z(2) pRT ^^^^
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where
00
aZ(a) =
J: 1/j
j = l (22)
The functions Z(a) converge rapidly when a > 2. Therefore,
the compliance of high MW systems, (i.e., large n ) becomes
e
jO . _M_ z(4)_ + ^n^^ z(5)/7t2z (4)]
e ~ pRT z(2) TTT^r^ , o , 2 (23)[1 + 2n^ Z(3)/tt2z(2)]^
Thus, this model predicts that the compliance of high MW systems is
independent of the mobility of the entanglement points and is
proportional to This latter prediction is in disagreement with
the experimentally observed MW independence of J°.
e
A more basic deficiency in the model becomes apparent when the
parameter 6 is evaluated. Following Rouse, the characteristic time
T^, can be related to the zero shear viscosity of low MW systems, n .
oL
In terms of the zero shear viscosity of high MW systems, n , the
oH
parameter 6 becomes:
^ "^oL n _^ „ Z(3) 2,
"^^TT-tl-^^^n^ ] (24)
On
3 5Under the assumption that
^^j^^^^^ = M;/M * , equation 15 requires the
-1/2
entanglement mobility coefficient 6 to be proportional to M . The
frequency dependence of the entanglement relaxation processes is
2
controlled by the intensity function 1/[1 + (cjOT^/6) ] (see equation 15).
3 5Therefore, while has been forced to be proportional to M ' , the
1/2
frequency dependence of the predicted VE functions changes only by M
However, this time scale change is experimentally found to have the same
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MW dependence as n^. Thus the proposed
.odel not only predicts an
unobserved MW dependence of J°, but also requires an unreasonably
low MW dependence of the entangled relaxation processes.
Therefore the explicit incorporation of the elastic effects
of entanglements in the Rouse-Zimm theory does not explain the
unusual elastic properties of high MW polymer melts.
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